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FOREWORD

I
•
•
•
•
•

•

f we measure ourselves in terms of our countries National Action Plan for the Promotion and
Protection of Human Rights (December 1998) we believe we are justifiably proud of what we have
achieved.
Through ensuring diversity of ownership and of content, we have contributed towards the
achievement of the right of equality in the Constitution;
We have assisted citizens of South Africa in their right to make free political choices through our
monitoring of broadcasters during elections;
We have begun to take up the challenges identified in the plan of diversifying ownership of the
media;
We have begun to achieve the right of all South Africans - including poor people and rural
communities - to both access and disseminate information;
Through our…Code of Conduct and programming requirements, we have looked at ways to
address media stereotyping of women and children as outlined in the plan thus contributing
towards ensuring children's and women's rights outlined in the constitution
Through our local content policies, licensing processes and monitoring of stations we have
begun to ensure that local cultures and content are celebrated and valued
The Independent Broadcasting Authority Presentation to the Portfolio Committee on
Communications 20-21 AUGUST 1999
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addition the Topsport Surplus Sport channel (TSS) was renamed National Network Television (NNTV), ibid.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

his report on “The review of ten years of broadcasting regulation” (the Review) considers the role
played by the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) and its predecessor,
the Independent Broadcasting Authority (the IBA), in regulating the South African broadcasting
industry since 1994. The Review reflects on the nature of the issues addressed by the legislation and
regulatory framework. It highlights the objectives of the legislation, evaluates the extent to which these
have been achieved and examines mechanisms for improving broadcasting regulation. These aims are
reflected in four sections.
•
•
•
•

Section A provides a brief historical background into the establishment and the mandate of the IBA.
Section B sets the context for analysing broadcasting policy and the Authority’s regulatory
endeavours.
Section C maps out the evolution of public, commercial and community tiers of broadcasting, as
well as broadcasting signal distribution. This is done in relation to the policies and regulations
promulgated since 1994.
Section D reflects on the impact of the above policies and regulations in section C.

The Review, based mainly on analysis of legislation, literature and internet sources evaluates the extent
that Authority has fulfilled its public interest mandate in the broadcasting sector. The dimensions of this
mandate, which sets out its broad policy framework, are inclusion, unity, universal access, diversity and
equality. This refers to the availability of broadcast ing services to all South African citizens in a reliable,
affordable, accurate and timely manner; their participation in and ownership of services; as well as the
extent that this sector is reflective of and represents the diversity of South African societ y.
Specifically, the Authority’s success is assessed in relation to the following regulatory directives contained
in broadcasting legislation, the 1995 Triple Inquiry Report and the 1998 White Paper on Broadcasting
Policy.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nine public inquiries conducted in relation to various broadcasting policy areas, including; public
broadcasting services; South African television content and music; public regional services; the
broadcasting frequency plan; subscription services as well as community broadcasting services.
Media Ownership rules, licensing and the broadcasting market structure.
Growth and diversity of the broadcasting sector.
Equity in ownership and black economic empowerment.
Promotion of media diversity, and marginalised languages.
Enforcement and legal administrative action.

The Authority has attained a measure of success and the impact of regulation on the structure of the
broadcasting market, its value, accessibility and diversity of broadcasting services as well as its ownership
profiles, bear testimony to this effect. Analysis also brought the following challenges and issues to the fore;
•
•
•

Licensing and procedural issues.
Competition in the signal distribution market .
The challenges experienced in the community sound broadcasting market.

New technology and media platforms challenge the Authority to reconsider its approach to content
regulation. Broadcasting public interest obligations, while mainly conceived in an analogue environment
will remain valid in the converged environment. The report makes recommendations in the following
areas.
•
•
•
•

The Broadcasting sector’s shared jurisdiction and concurrent regulation.
The language development fund.
Spectrum management rulemaking.
Migration strategy for digital broadcasting and convergence legislation.
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Section A: INTRODUCTION

1.

AN INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

T

he Independent Broadcasting Authority (the IBA) was established on the 30th March 1994,
through the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act No 153 of 1993 (the IBA Act). This
proclaimed a new system of regulating broadcasting in South Africa and concluded the 1990’s
media democratisation campaigns, including the "campaign for open media" (COM) and "the
campaign for independent broadcasting" (CIB). 2 The IBA was borne out of the negotiations around
the new political dispensation for the country and its independence is based on section 192 of the
Constitution of South Africa Act No 108 of 1995 (the Constitution), which provided for the
establishment of an independent authority, to regulate broadcasting in the public interest and to
ensure fairness and diversity of views broadly representing South African society.
The powers and the functions of the IBA, and those of the former telecommunications regulator, the
South African Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (SATRA), were subsequently devolved to
the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA), established in July 2000. The
IBA and SATRA were merged into ICASA to facilitate effective and seamless regulation of
tel ecommunications and broadcasting. The Authority’s constitutional and statutory mandate
requires it to regulate broadcasting activities in the public interest by, amongst others:
promoting the provision of a diverse range of sound and television broadcasting services on a
national, regional and local level which, when viewed collectively, cater for all language and
cultural groups and provide entertainment, education and information;
•
promoting the development of public, commercial and community broadcasting services
which are responsive to the needs of the public;
•
ensuring that broadcasting services, viewed collectively develop and protect a national and
regional identity, culture and character; provide for regular news services, actuality
programmes on matters of public interest, programmes on political issues of public interest, and
programmes on matters of international, national, regional and local significance;
•
protecting the integrity of and viability of public broadcasting services and ensuring that, in the
provision of public broadcasting services, the needs of language, cultural and religious groups,
constituent regions of South Africa and local communities, and the need for educational
programmes are duly taken into account;
•
encouraging ownership and control of broadcasting services by persons from historically
disadvantaged groups; and equal opportunity employment practices by all licensees and
promoting the empowerment and advancement of women in the broadcasting services;
•
imposing limitations on foreign ownership and cross-media control of commercial broadcasting
services;
•
ensuring fair competition between broadcasting licensees;
•
encouraging investment and stability in the broadcasting industry;
•
ensuring the equitable treatment of political parties by all broadcasting licensees during any
election period; and
•
Ensuring that broadcasting licensees adhere to a code of conduct acceptable to the
Authority. 3
It is also empowered to conduct inquiries to the achieve the objects and the application of the
principles enunciated in section 2 of the IBA Act, and the exercise and performance of its powers,
functions and duties in terms of the IBA Act.4
•

2 With the commencement of CODESA in December 1991, broadcasting had been placed within the terms of reference of working groups, and related aspects such as the rights to
freedom of expression and an independent broadcasting regulator.
3 Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 153 of 1993, s 2.
4Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 153 of 1993, s 28(1)(a) and(b) .
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1990

•
•
1991

Campaign for Open Media (COM).
Appointment of Viljoen Task Group to investigate the future of broadcasting in South and Southern Africa.

•
•
•
•
•
1992

Release of the first draft of the Viljoen Task Group's report.
The Jabulani! Freedom of the Airwaves Conference took place in the Netherlands during August 1991.
The Free, Fair and Open Conference, organised by COM and the Centre for Development Studies in Cape Town.
Jabulani follow on conference at University of Bophuthatswana, September 1991.
Broadcasting placed within the terms of reference of the CODESA working groups December 1991.

•
1993

Campaign for Independent Broadcasting (CIB) initiated in 1992.

•
•

New SABC Board appointed in May 1993.
The Independent Broadcasting Authority Act (the IBA Act), passed establishing The Independent Broadcasting
Authority (the IBA).

1994

•
•
•
1995

Grandfathering existing s ervices , SABC (including TVBC PBS), Mnet and TBN,
Temporary Licenses for of Community radio stations (1 year licenses).
Publication of the Interim Frequency Plan.

•
•

SABC licensing.
Triple inquiry into the protection and viability of public broadc asting services, cross -media control of
broadcasting services and local television content and South African music.

1996

•
•
•
1997

Films and Publications Act promulgated.
The Sale of 6 SABC private regional sound services .
Integration of TBVC broadcasters.

•
•
1998,
1999
and
2000

Licensing 8 commercial radio stations in Jhb, Durban and Cape Town.
Issuing of Broadcasting signal distribution licenses.

•
•
•

The first free to air private television channel, e.tv, licensed.

•

Promulgation of the Broadcasting Act.

Four year community radio l icensed.
Election Monitoring, Electioneering regulations for broadcasting services.

MERGER OF SATRA AND THE IBA TO FORM ICASA
2001

•

2002

Renewal of TBN's four- year community television broadcasting
licence.

and

•

ICASA signs an MoU with the Competition Commission. in 25
January 2002 .

•

The Media Development and Diversity Agency (MDDA) set up
by the Media Development and Diversity Act, 14 of 2002.

2005

•

SABC License amendment to reflect the public and
commercial division split .

Figure 1. Some milestones in broadcasting regulation

2.

BACKGROUND TO THE SOUTH AFRICAN BROADCASTING SYSTEM

The broadcasting system prior to the establishment of the IBA was dominated by the national
broadcaster the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC). It was characterised by inequality
of access and lack of diversity and choice in services. The other broadcasting services operating at
the time included.
•
•
•
•

•

Two commercial radio stations, Radio 702 and Capital Radio.
One Christian community of interest television channel, Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN).
One pay television service, M-Net.
Four TBVC broadcasting services, namely, Boputhatswana Broadcasting Corporation, Ciskei
Broadcasting Corporation, Transkei Broadcasting Corporation, and the Venda Broadcasting
Corporation.
Broadcasting signal distribution was primarily conducted by Sentech, then a public utility
corporation. Independent broadcasters who self provisioned also conducted their signal
distribution in conjunction with Sentech. 5

5 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 41- 42.
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Regulation of the broadcasting sector, at the time was, inconsistent and censorship based. It
therefore reinforced disparities in service provision based on race, language and geographical
location.
•

•

•

Collectively African a
l nguage sound broadcasting services had the largest coverage (more
than 85% coverage in different areas) and audience (approximately 92%), but did not generate
comparable revenue.
The SABC regional sound services, having a percentage of the total audience of less than 4.5%,
were further profiled along racial and language lines, and broadcasted mainly in English and
Afrikaans. Only two of these nine sound services targeted all South Africans.
The inequality in coverage and revenue were however relative to the service’s target
audience’s economic means. For example TV1 (SABC 1) generated more revenue than
Contemporary Community Values TV (CCV-TV ). This can be attributed to TV1’s greater
coverage (90% of the population) and the economic profile of its audience. They were mainly
located in Listener Standard Measures (LSM) groups 6, 7 and 8 while CCV-TV’s were in the LSMs
groups 4 to 6 and 75% were Black African. 6

In contrast, the current broadcasting systems (2006) comprise more and diverse services, operating
within the three-tier system of public, commercial and community broadcasting.
•

•
•
•

•

The television market now consists of four national free-to-air television broadcasting service
licensees, namely SABC1, SABC 2, SABC 3 and e.tv, one community television broadcasting
service licensee, TBN, and a terrestrial subscription broadcasting service licensee, M-Net.
The sound broadcasting services market consists of 18 public sound broadcasting services, 13
commercial sound broadcasting services, and 104 community sound broadcasting services.
There are also three broadcasting services distributed via digital satellite transmissions, namely
Worldspace, Vivid and DStv.
Broadcasting signal distribution services are mainly operated by Sentech and Orbicom. There
are some smaller players who are not licensed as signal distributors but operate as
subcontractors under the licence to self provide signal distribution awarded to certain
broadcasting licensees. 7
In the 2005/6 financial year broadcasting’s share of the total R15, 5 billion media advertising
revenue was estimated to be R 8,5 billion (55% of the total media ad spend). Television services
generated R6.2billion (73% of the broadcasting share) and sound services generated R2, 2 billion
(26, 5 % of the broadcasting share). 8

As in 1994, African sound services, remain the major communication medium for LSM groups 1 to 4. 9
Growth in the number of sound services between 1994 and 2006, has addressed the diversity and
representativity mandate but this has not translated into more advertising revenue for African
language sound services. This can be attributed to the broadcasting advertising revenue model
being based on LSM profiling of audiences. There is a high proportion of the African population in
the lower LSM groups, estimated in 2004 to be 78% of LSM groups 1 to 5. These estimates further
indicate that the average household income in these LSM groups ranged between R 911 and R2,
518. In contrast LSM group 10 households were responsible for 61 % of the R11 billion spent by South
Africans on holidays, 53 % of the R10,9 billion spent on recreation, entertainment and sport. 10 Since
LSM groups 6 to 10 are associated with people who have high disposable income, they are an
attractive target market for advertisers and advertising revenue tends to be skewed towards
broadcasters serving this audience.
6 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 41- 42.
7 Operators in this market are licensed in terms of section 33(1) of the IBA Act, which provides for three categories of broadcasting signal distribution; category 1 which is a common
carrier providing broadcasting signal distribution for broadcasting licenses on a non-preferential basis as contemplated by section 37 of the IBA Act; category 2 providing signal
distribution for broadcasting licensees on a selective and preferential basis; and category 3 which is a self-providing broadcasting licensee.
8 The Nielsen Media Research Multimedia System 17January 2006
9 SAARF AMPS 2002 (Full 12 months), SAARF AMPS 2003 (Full 12 months) and SAARF AMPS 2005 Rolling Average (January 2004 – September 2005 )
10 AMPS 2004 (Jul 03 - Jun 04) Weighted by: Population
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Section B: THEMES AND APPROACH TO REGULATION

3.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATION

I

N South Africa broadcasting services are conceived to collectively address both the economic
and social objectives, necessitating a healthy and vibrant broadcasting industry. 11 The Authority’s
mandate is to ensure that different forms of broadcasting are accessible, by regulating
broadcasting markets in order to mitigate market failures, as well as to ensure fair competition and
to create opportunities for new entrants. In carrying out these objectives its processes should be
inclusive and consultative. They must also be efficient, effective and relevant. Most importantly,
application and enforcement of regulations should be legitimate. All this calls for a strong, relevant,
accountable and functionally independent regulator, and obliges constant evaluation and review
of policies and regulatory tools.

3.1 POLICY ROLES AND SHARED JURISDICTION
The establishment of the IBA as an independent broadcasting regulator delineated roles and
responsibilities in relation to policy formulation, regulation and the provision of broadcasting services
in South Africa. Its mandate and related obligations are further mutually complementary to those of
government, and other stakeholders. The government formulates the overarching policy framework.
Being the main and controlling stakeholder, it its sets the broader strategy behind the Authority’s
policy development and m
i plementation, 12 while the Authority’s policy formulation role facilitates
its regulatory activities including licensing, monitoring and enforcing license conditions, as well as
managing the broadcast frequency spectrum. 13 Industry bodies and concurrent regulators, below,
further enhance the Authority’s powers and regulatory processes.

SHARED JURISDICTION

Competition Commission
•
Restrictive horizontal practices
•
Restrictive vertical practices
•
Abuse of dominant position
ICASA
•
Contravention of broadcasting
license conditions related to
sections 48, 49 and 50 of the IBA
Act.

The Media Development and Diversity
Agency
•
Promote media development
and diversity by supporting and
funding community and small
commercial media projects.
•
Encourage the channeling of
resources to community and
small commercial media.
•
Encourage human resource
development and capacity
building in the media industry,
especially amongst historically
disadvantaged groups.
ICASA
•
Liaison and co-ordination to fulfill
the common mandate of
diversifying the broadcasting
media and capacity building
amongst the historically
disadvantaged groups

The Films And Publications Board (FPB)
•
Age appropriate programme
classification
ICASA
•
Code of Conduct for
Broadcasting Services ( the
Broadcasters Code)

•

•

Scheduling decision in relation to
children adequate viewer and
listener information and sensitivity
in scheduling.
Watershed period distinguishing
between broadcasts intended for
adults with excessive violence
and explicit sexual conduct and
excludes broadcasts intended for
children.

Table1 Shared Jurisdiction

11 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 6
12 For example, the impending digital migration strategy drawn by the Department of Communications (DoC), is expected to inform the Authority’s regulatory framework for digital
broadcasting.
13 Department of Communications White Paper on Broadcasting Policy, 15.
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SELF REGULATION
INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATIONS

The Broadcasting and Complaints Commission of South
Africa (BCCSA)
•
Adjudication and administration of the BCCSA Code
ICASA
•
Recognizes the BCCSA code
•
Self-regulation in so far as it relates to code of
conduct for broadcasting services

The National Association
Of Broadcasters Of South
Africa (NAB)
•
Policy input, industry
development and
advocacy.

National Community Radio
Forum (The NCRF)
•
Policy input,
community media
(radio) development
and advocacy.

The Advertising Standards Authority (the ASA)
•
Adjudication and administration of the ASA Code
primarily concerned with advertising content.
•
In agreement and informed by principles contained
in the Broadcasters Code.
ICASA
•
Scheduling and duration of advertisement in
regulating market share in relation to license
conditions.

The Freedom Of Expression
Institute (FXI)
•
Policy input, media
advocacy
(Censorship and
Freedom of
expression issues)

The Media Institute Of
Southern Africa (MISA)
•
Policy input, media
advocacy
(Promotion of media
diversity,
freedom
and Independence)

Table 2 Self Regulation and Industry Associations

3.2 APPROACH TO REGULATION
The Authority’s policies are framed around the following approaches to rulemaking and application.

3.2.1

Market Regulation

Structural regulations intervene directly in market decisions such as pricing, competition and market
participation, mainly to ensure fair competition and to create opportunities for new entrants as well
as to mitigate market failures. In South Africa market regulation is further intended to encourage
ownership and control of broadcasting services by persons from historically disadvantaged groups
as well as equal opportunity employment practices by all licensees.
The main policy tools used to this end are licensing and the ownership and control statutory
limitations outlined in sections 48, 49 and 50 of the IBA Act. The Authority’s Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with the Competition Commission (the Commission), with whom it has
concurrent jurisdiction on competition matters, further addresses areas such as restrictive horizontal
practices, restrictive vertical practices and abuse of dominant position.
Licensing processes are meant to determine entry into the broadcasting market, as well as to
create market conditions that support the public, commercial and community tiers of broadcasting.
Services should be introduced in a manner that will ensure their success, as well as protect the
integrity and viability of existing services, especially public broadcasting services. When licensing the
effect new licensees will have on competition across and between services and across the three
tiers is considered. Their impact on audiences and advertising revenue should not adversely affect
new entrants’ ability to compete with incumbents on an equal and sustained basis. Ownership and
control provisions of relative to foreign entities and cross media control14 complement this approach,
thereby ensuring a reasonable spread of ownership, services and programme diversity as well as
empowerment ownership broadcasting services.

14 Section 48(1)(b) of the IBA Act provides that foreign persons shall not, whether directly or indirectly . Section 50 of the IBA Act imposes limitations on cross media control, and
50(2)(a) provides that no person who controls a newspaper may acquire or retain a financial control in both a radio and TV licence.
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3.2.2

Broadcasting Content Regulation

Social regulations mainly serve programming diversity goals, promotion of local production and to
protect public values. Broadcasting content regulation necessitated by amongst others its universal
reach and limited control over free to services reception, is driven by industry self regulation and is
platform or media specific. The platform or medium of transmission determines the stringency of
measures used with free-to- air services’ being more regimented.
Industry self regulation is framed around Code of Conduct for Broadcasting Services (the
Broadcasters Code) and the Film and Publications Board (FPB) classification system, which provide
for restrictions (and legal enforcement) on the distribution of explicit material. The Broadcasters
Code is legislated in terms of sections 2 and 56(1) of the IBA Act. Broadcasting licensees are
required to either comply with it or indicate corresponding self-regulatory mechanisms that are
acceptable to the Authority. The code guides the industry’s self regulation, providing guidelines on
programming targeting children, violent, sexually explicit material, and language. It is given effect
by appropriate classification and scheduling, adequate viewer warnings as well as the watershed
period. 15
These measures are enforced by the Authorities Broadcasting Monitoring and Complaints
Committee (BMCC) and in the case of members of the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB)
by the Broadcasting Complaints Commission of South Africa (BCCSA). Advertisements content is
also subject to adherence to the Code of Conduct formulated the Advertising Standards Authority
of South Africa (the ASA).

3.2.3

Technical Regulation

Besides ensuring efficiency in frequency allocation and standards, technical regulations give effect
to policy objectives. For example, spectrum management serves to define broadcasting
parameters to avoid interference with consumer services, but also regulates frequency allocation
for licensing and structuring the broadcasting sector. The annual revision of the broadcasting
frequency plan, as required by section 35(5)(a) of the IBA Act ensures stability in the broadcasting
industry as it enables the Authority to determine a broad strategic view on how it will distribute
frequencies across the country.

3.3 POLICY, RULE MAKING AND REVIEWS
Regulations are in essence rules, orders, criteria, or performance standards, adopted to implement,
interpret, and specify broadcasting legislation. Apart from defining and setting parameters for
implementation, they amplify and give legal effect to the policy directives contained in the
enabling legislation. Regulations arise from the Authority’s general policy goals put forward at its
inception, specific legislative directives contained in the empowering statutes. They also direct the
Authority’s powers and obligations, and facilitate its administrative functions.
The South African Music and Content Regulations, for example, facilitate the definition, monitoring
and enforcement of South African music and content quotas for broadcasting services. They are
meant to encourage production of South African material and to facilitate broadcasting services’
collective contribution towards the development of South African creative and production
industries. 16 Likewise the Advertising, Infomercials and Programme Sponsorship Regulations, by
defining advertising in a manner that distinguishes it from programme sponsorship, defines
advertising content jurisdiction and responsibilities of the Broadcasting Monitoring and Complaints

15 Since digital set-top-boxes allow the user to control the content viewed, subscription broadcasting services are expected to develop a suitable Code of Conduct within twelve
months of the publication of the Subscription Broadcasting Position Paper. The current Code of Conduct will be amended to accommodate this development.
16Independent Broadcasting Authority, Regulations Relating to the Imposition of Sound Broadcasting License Conditions Regarding So uth African Music , GG 17939, 25 April 1997.
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Committee (BMCC) in relation to the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA), and therefore facilitate
compliance with related standards and regulations by broadcasters. 17
Periodic monitoring of compliance and long term review of regulations ensures that broadcasting
regulation remains relevant and effective. The Authority’s periodic reviews/monitoring highlight
loopholes in the license conditions and industry codes, thus evaluating their relevance, while long
term reviews are aimed at measuring policy successes or challenges against the intended policy
goals.

3.4 LICENSING
In addition introducing new services, the licensing process furthers market related policy goals,
including establishing a diverse and independent broadcasting system, promoting media plurality,
enhancing equity in ownership, as well as limiting cross media dominance. Licensing television and
sound broadcasting services occurs under three tiers of broadcasting i.e. public, commercial and
community, and are further categorised in terms of free-to-air, terrestrial subscription, satellite
subscription, cable subscription, low power sound broadcasting services and any other class of
licence prescribed by the Authority from time to time. 18 Licensing procedures including public
notices, licensing public hearings, renewal and amendment processes are outlined in the following
sections of the IBA Act.
•
•
•

Section 41 and 42 provides application procedures in relation to broadcasting licenses and
applicable hearings respectively.
Section 44 provides for renewal of broadcasting licences.
Section 78(1)(b) and (b) grants powers to make regulations and to prescribe fees reg arding
the payment of charges and fees in respect applications, the issue, renewal amendment
transfer or other disposal of broadcasting licenses.

The policy basis for licensing is highlighted by the unintended consequences of grandfathering
legacy licensees. 19 These licenses tended to work against policy and regulatory imperatives. For
example, grandfathering the M-Net free to air window in effect allowed a subscription broadcaster
to compete with free to air services for primetime advertising revenue. 20This is a consequence of
licensing these services in a policy vacuum, especially since some were originally conceived in
terms of legislation that was sometimes unrelated to their broadcasting activities.
Public interest considerations also informed licensing low power services and the temporary use of
self help stations to expand free to air television coverage. These licenses are intended to enhance
access, diversity in ownership and to promote investment in the broadcasting market.
Low power services are licensed for a period of three years and operate on a limited coverage. 21
They are meant to provide programmes of limited appeal intended for the specific coverage area
and niche audiences. In line with media ownership restrictions, foreign ownership of o
l w power
sound broadcasting services is prohibited. Since low power sound broadcasting services are very
similar to community sound services, in order to preserve the latter’s audience and revenue base,
the Authority limited low power sound licenses to commercial institutions such as drive ins and
community institutions like old age homes and places of worship.22

17 Independent Broadcasting Authority, Regulations Relation to the Definition of Advertising and the Regulation of Infomercials and Programme Sponsorship in Respect of
Broadcasting Activities, GG 19922 of 01 April 1999
18 Broadcasting Act, Act No. 4 of 1999, s 5(2).
19 Services that existed prior to the commencement of the Broadcasting Amendment Act, Act 64 of 2002, are in terms of section for in terms of sections 4(1)(a) and 4(1)(b) of the
Broadcasting Act are allowed to operate until an appropriate regulation and licensing regime have been developed.
20 The Authority has since amended M- Net’s license, removing clause 3.4 of M- Net’s licence, which permits M-Net to broadcast an unencoded signal between 17h00 and 19h00
daily (“the Open Window”).
21 They are licensed as defined in section 1 of the Broadcasting Act, on one watt with an antenna height above average surrounding terrain for low power sound broadcasting
services to ten meters
22Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, The Position Paper and Regulations for Low Power Sound Broadcasting Services, 15-17
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Self-help stations result from previous broadcasting dispensation, where communities were
authorised by then Minister of Education, the Post Master General and the SABC to deploy
transmitters in order to expand television coverage. With the establishment of the IBA in 19994, they
were incorporated into existing services licensees’ conditions. The licensing process was reinforced
through a policy position paper and regulations on Self Help Stations in 1999. The position paper
focused on the licensing process and was based on section 31 of the IBA Act in relation to of orderly
frequency management. However, since it was not based on any one legislative directive, the
licensing system became unwieldy. Its shortcomings were reconsidered through the recent policy
review on self help stations.
The new policy reinforces the temporary nature of these initiatives by limiting their license period to
five years. While they remain a community initiative, their temporary nature was emphasised to
ensure the associated licensees follow through their universal coverage obligations. The policy
review also clarifies the roles and responsibilities between the associated parties; including, the
broadcaster, the signal distributor and the self help station provider. It also recommended that a
national self help database be established, in consultation with the industry and a panel of experts.
This will assist in managing and monitoring their compliance. 23

3.5 ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE JUSTICE
Administrative regulations relate to procedural and administrative formalities, mainly to ensure and
improve the transparency in the application and enforcement of regulations. These are prescribed
in empowering legislation, including the IBA and the Broadcasting Act and primarily concern
licensing, inquiries, enforcement and policy review processes. They also apply to the judicial and
administrative functions and powers of the Authority’s Council (the Council), its standing
committees such as the Broadcasting Monitoring and Complaints Committee (BMCC), and related
departments including the legal, technical and the monitoring and complaints departments.
Based on a rational decision-making approach as contemplated in the Promotion of Administrative
Justice Act, Act 3 of 2002 (the PAJA), the Authority’s administrative activities should measure up to
the principles of just administrative action, that is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair as
provided by section 33(1) of the Constitution. This means that licensing and policy decisions should
be based on a well developed public record and have broad public support. They should be
enforceable, be easily understood by the public as well as technocrats. The interest of all those
affected should be considered, identifying accountability by the relevant parties and balancing
the critical elements of risk, cost and practical benefits.24
Administrative regulations also include measures affording the Authority and stakeholders legal
recourse in instances of violations, either through BMCC procedures and or court action in terms of
criminal violations such as pirate broadcasting.25 Since the BMCC findings and rulings inform the
Council’s course of action, which sometimes includes withdrawal of licenses, its procedures and
powers have to be comparable to proceedings of a court of law.26 The Authority’s decisions can
also be taken on legal review in relation to broadcasting regulation procedural matters and the
legal precedence established therefore also constitute a form of administrative policy making. 27

23 Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, Review of Self-Help Stations Policy: Position Paper, 17 - 22
24 Independent Communications Authority of South Africa Submission to Portfolio Committee on Communications 04 June 2003
25The BMCC has powers to subpoena witnesses to appear before it, produce documents held by such persons including the administration of power of oaths in hearings
26 These are applicable to hearings procedures on hearings on complaints, license breaches or non-compliance; powers to subpoena witnesses and confiscate documents; as well
as the administration of power of oaths in hearings.
27 Examples include Kingdom Radio (Pty)Ltd v Chairman, ICASA and another 2003(4) BCLRE 421(T), Radio Pretoria v Chairman, Independent Communications Authority of South
Africa and Another 2003 (4) BCLR 421(T) and Trinity Broadcasting (Ciskei) v ICASA2003 JDR 0007 (W)27
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Section C: THE THREE TIERS OF BROADCASTING

B

roadcasting services in South Africa operate within the three-tier system wherein market
diversity and social policy goals are perceived as being achievable across the broadcasting
services spectrum, with licensees playing complementary roles. Public and community
broadcasting services contribute to access to information and services, increased diversity and
cultural programming. Commercial services address structural and market access issues, thereby
enhancing diversity on media ownership, programming, attracting investment and creating
competition. Collectively these services create opportunities, especially amongst historically
disadvantaged South Africans, programming choice and innovation in the industry.

4.

PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICES

4.1 THE PUBLIC BROACASTING SERVICE MANDATE
The Broadcasting Act defines the public broadcasting service (PBS) as a broadcasting service
provided by the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) and any other broadcasting
service provided by another statutory body such as the public broadcasting services established by
statute in the former TBVC states. These also include commercially operated broadcasting services
provided by such a bodies. 28
The PBS is, however, best defined in relation to its ownership by and accountability to the public and
its commitment to public service principles. It should serve all citizens irrespective of gender, race or
culture; covering the greatest number homes and encompass the fullest possible range of
programmes, addressing audience’s needs primarily as citizens. 29 This mandate, functions and
responsibilities are based on principles of universality of service, diversity of programming and
promotion of a common national culture and national identity. All these reflect an underlying
commitment to provide broadcasting services in the public good, distinguishing public from
commercial broadcasting.
•

•
•

•
•
•

The universal service principle applies to both physical access and programming diversity.
Ideally all households in the PBS service area should receive the service and public service
programming should also serve groups and sections of the society equitably.
The PBS should provide programming that people find interesting, relevant and enjoyable in the
languages they choose.
Public ownership means that the PBS should be financially autonomous and accountable in the
usage of public money, cost-effective operations and clear value in what is provided. It
complements existing services but is predisposed towards public service programming and
public funding.
Although the funding principles of a PBS can accommodate other commercial sources like
advertising, access to public funds enhances the PBS ability to fulfil its public service mandate.
This can further improved by detachment from vested interests and government, and a
commitment to serving only the interests of its audiences.
International experience has also indicated the role of the PBS board and access to sustained
public funding and legislated editorial independence are seen to secure this independence. 30

28 Broadcasting Act, Act No. 4 of 1999, s 1.
29 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 17.
30 H. Bussiek, Botswana Draft National Broadcasting Policy, 2003 , 34.
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4.2 THE SOUTH AFRICAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
The South African Broadcasting Corporation (the SABC), a former state broadcasting monopoly, is
historically the sole provider of public broadcasting services in South Africa. It currently comprises of
a public and a public commercial division. The public radio division has 11 full spectrum sound
services, a regional sound service KFM, a community sound service X-K FM, Lotus FM, Radio 2000, as
well as two full spectrum multilingual channels SABC 1 and SABC 2. The public commercial arm
comprises of three sound services 5 FM, Metro FM and Good Hope FM and one television channel
SABC 3. The SABC also operates SABC Africa which is a pay television channel accessible on the
DSTV digital satellite platform.
The SABC has been operating radio and television broadcasting services prior to the existence of
the IBA under various statutes. With the establishment of the IBA, the SABC and other public
broadcasting services that previously operated within the former TBVC were grandfathered in terms
of section 45(3) of the IBA Act. The TBVC broadcasters were subsequently reincorporated into the
SABC and Sentech through the provisions of the Former State Broadcasting Reorganisation, Act 91
of 1996. 31 Its six private regional sound services were also sold and re-launched as independent
commercial sound services. This decision was based on recommendations by the Triple Inquiry
Report, which also recommended that the SABC’s 18 language-based sound services be relaunched as full spectrum PBS sound services. 32

4.2.1

Reorganisation of the SABC

The above grandfathering of the SABC was subject to the corporation reapplying for a PBS sound
and television license within a twelve-month period. The subsequent licenses commencing on 30
March 1995 expired in 2001 and 2003, for sound services and television services, respectively. The
SABC was relicensed in June 2005 and in line with section 10 of the Broadcasting Act, the new
licenses reflect ed a reorganisation of the corporation into a commercial and a public section. 33 The
new licence conditions, while affirming the PBS status of all the SABC’s services, gives practical
effect to the distinction between these two divisions and imposes their respective obligations.
This reorganisation was initially envisaged in the Triple Inquiry Report, which proposed licensing
commercial services within the PBS. These were to comprise of a new commercial television
channel with substantive public service language and local content obligation, and two sound
services Metro and 5FM. These services were intended to fund the SABC and to strengthen its ability
to meet the public service mandate. These funds were to be further supplemented by a
combination of advertising and sponsorship, licence fees, government grant and other income
such as merchandising their products and leasing facilities. 34
The above directives were later reflected in sections 8A, 10(1), 10(2) and 11 of the Broadcasting Act.
These provisions, respectively, provide for the incorporation of the SABC, the SABC Charter (the
Charter), as well as reorganising the SABC into public and commercial divisions. The Charter mostly
addresses corporate governance, programming, accountability and operational efficiency.
Reorganisation entails separating administration, financial records and accounts of the public and
commercial arms. The intension was for the public commercial to subsidise the public division and
to reduce government expenditure. While the public commercial arm of the SABC will be subject to

31 The Act provided for the integration of broadcasting services in the former Republics of Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei, for the transfer of the broadcasting
enterprises and broadcasting signal distribution enterprises conducted by those services as well as certain land used by them for that purpose to the SABC and Sentech.
32 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 15.
33 Broadcasting Act, Act No. 4 of 1999, s 10.
34 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 41.
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the same policies and regulatory structures for commercial broadcasting it is expected to comply
with the values of the public broadcasting service in the provision of programmes and service. 35
When relicensing the SABC in 2005, the Authority attempted to strike a balance between protecting
the viability of public broad casting services and ensuring that the SABC’s licences an authentic
South African PBS. The service is indented to provide for the needs of the entire South African society.
It should provide radio and television programming that informs, educates and entertains and that
is responsive to audience needs, including the needs of people with disabilities the deaf and the
blind. Furthermore, in providing public broadcasting services, the needs of language, cultural and
religious groups, the constituent regions of the Republic and local communities must be
accommodated. 36

4.2.2

Funding

The PBS can compete with commercial broadcasters for quality programming. However, beyond
audience numbers, its success should also measured in terms of public services related indicators
such as innovation, quality, professionalism, social relevance and serving divergent interests. This is
mostly influenced by the extent that it is able to secure adequate, consistent and independent
public funding, enabling it to pursue quality programmes that are not dictated by advertising
revenue and further guaranteeing independence.
The SABC, as with other modern PBS, operates on a mixed commercial model and draws revenue
from various sources including state funding, advertising and sponsorships, grants and donations
and licence fees. In accordance section 8(b) of the Broadcasting Act, the SABC commercial arm is
also allowed to provide commercial subscription services. However decreased government funding
can have an unintended consequence of commercialising the SABC and this can inhibit its ability
to deliver on public service obligations.
While the public commercial arm is conceived to subsidise the public arm of the SABC, the latter
allowed to use public funding to cross subsidise the commercial arm . The amended license
conditions specifying that revenue generated for the SABC by services forming part of its public
service division, including SABC’s shared services, may not be used to subsidise any of its
commercial broadcasting services. The extent of this cross subsidisation will be determined by the
Minister of Communications upon recommendation from the SABC’s Board.37

4.2.3

Public Service Programming

The SABC public programming imperatives are set out in chapter four of the Broadcasting Act
where it is required provide to provide programming in all South African languages and to carry
significant amounts of educational, public affairs programming of high quality that target
audiences of different age groups, women and the disabled. It is also required commission
programming from the independent productions sector.38As directed by the empowering legislation
and the Triple Inquiry Report, 39 the Authority emphasises redressing the historical language
imbalances and promotes marginalised languages. This is reflected in the language requirements
contained in the SABC 2005 license conditions.
•

Public regional services, SABC 4 and SABC 5 are expected to afford languages such as
Tshivenda, Xitsonga, Siswati and IsiNdebele more broadcast time than other broadcast
languages.

35 Speech by Mandla Langa. Chairperson Independent Communications Authority of South Africa13 June 2005. Publication of Amended Licence Conditions for SABC’s Sound and
Television Broadcasting Services. Media Conference, 8
36 Broadcasting Act, Act No. 4 of 1999, s 10 (1) ,10 (2) and , s11.
37 Speech by Mandla Langa. Chairperson Independent Communications Authority of South Africa13 June 2005. Publication of Amended Licence Conditions for SABC’s Sound and
Television Broadcasting Services. Media Conference, 8
38 Broadcasting Act, Act No. 4 of 1999, s 8(d). and s 10(1).
39 The Triple Inquiry Report also recommended that in line with the Constitution, the public broadcasting system be designed in a manner that allows for the equitable t reatment and
development of all eleven official languages of South Africa, with special emphasis on those that hitherto have been marginalised, and also in a manner that contributes towards the
appreciation of all the different languages and cultures in So uth Africa by all citizens and builds a sense of identity with these.
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•
•

•
•

SABC 1 is further required to ensure a balanced and reasonable spread of the various Nguni
languages and the English language throughout the various programme genres.
The SABC is also required to progressively increase the proportion of programming provided in
the Nguni languages so that, within 18 months of the licence being issued, a minimum of 80% of
all programming broadcast on the licensed service shall be in the Nguni languages.
SABC2 is required to ensure a balanced and reasonable spread of the Sesotho languages,
Xitsonga, Tshivenda and the English language throughout the various programme genres.
The SABC is also required to progressively increase the proportion of programming provided in
Afrikaans, the Sesotho languages, Xitsonga and Tshivenda so that, within 18 months of the
licence being issued, a minimum of 80% of all programming broadcast on the licensed service
will be in these languages.40

However the Authority has also adopted an incremental approach to implementing these public
programming obligations, delaying the effective date of implementation and allowing for the
gradual introduction of the programming quotas. While it allowed the SABC a degree of flexibility in
its programming, the new requirements relating to news, 41 current affairs, informal knowledgebuilding, documentary, drama, children’s and educational programming were expected to be
implemented upon the licenses’ issue.
The associated concessions include progressive phasing-in of the language quotas. Radio 2000 will
continue providing facility service but in a balanced range of genres and official languages. It is
also expected to broadcasting events of national interest that cannot be accommodated in the
ordinary programme schedules. X-K was exempted from broadcasting drama, as unwritten nature
of the !Xu and Khwe language makes it difficult to produce drama. This decision will be
reconsidered upon X-K fm ’s relicensing in 2012.42
The SABC is, as with all other licensees, expected to comply with South African television content
and music regulations. 43 These are intended to promote South Africa’s identities, cultures and
characters, 11 official languages, as well as the South African music industry. South African music
quotas for public sound and public commercial sound are set at a minimum of 40% and 25%,
respectively. Although public commercial services conditions are similar to other commercial
broadcaster’s, they must with PBS values in the provision of programming and services and are
required to source a minimum of 40% of their SA TV content programming from independent TV
productions. Table 2 below reflects South African quotas in relation to public 44 and public
commercial television services.
Programming Category

Public channels (SABC1 and 2)

Public
Commercial
(SABC3)

Drama Programming

35%

20%

Current Affairs Programming

80%

50%

Documentary Programming

50%

30%

Informal Knowledge Building Programming

50%

30%

Educational Programming

60%

none

Children's Programming

55%

30%

channel

Tab le 3 South African content requirements for the SABC Source: SA Content Position Paper and Regulations45

40 SABC Public Television Broadcasting Licence, 12
41 SABC is required to broadcast at least seven hours of news programming every week within the performance period, of which at least thirty minutes should be packaged as a
single programme broadcast during prime time each day.
42 Speech by Mandla Langa. Chairperson Independent Communications Authority of South Africa13 June 2005. Publication of Amended Licence Conditions for SABC’s Sound and
Television Broadcasting Services. Media Conference, 8
43 Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 153 of 1993, s 53(1)c
44 Includes public regional channels SABC4 and 5
45 Independent Communications Authority of South Africa ,15 February 2002, SA Content Position Paper and Regulations, 53
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In line with the intention to promote marginalized languages, provincial diversity and the
independent production sector at regional level, format factors are applied based on South African
programme genres, African language drama, children’s programming and diversity in
commissioning. Broadcasters are incentivised by additional points redeemable for airtime, that is, 10
points are worth 1% of the South African television content quota on a weekly basis. Therefore,
compared to South African drama calculated at 2 points African language dramas are worth 4
points, and programmes commissioned regionally and controlled by historically disadvantaged
person are worth 6 points. 46

4.2.4

Editorial Independence and Accountability

The SABC is expected to be independent, autonomous and to make decisions without political,
commercial, or personal interference. In the same way, programming and related decisions should
be free from any form of interference that prevents it from fulfilling its public mandates.
Internationally editorial independence and public accountability is ensured in a number of ways
including; a public board of governance. It should be representative of society as reasonably
possible (e.g. United Kingdom, Canada and Australia). Comprising either delegates from various
civil society groups (as in many European countries), or selected by a parliamentary committee in a
public and transparent process (as in South Africa). In addition the editorial independence of the
PBS is often expressly guaranteed by law (as in Canada and Australia). 47
The SABC is guided in its editorial decisions, by amongst others, its Charter, licence conditions,
regulations issued by the Authority including the Code of Conduct for Broadcasters set by the
BCCSA, as well as its editorial policy developed through a public consultation process as directed
by the Broadcasting Act as amended. 48
While the charter addresses journalistic, creative and programming independence of the SABC, the
editorial policies guide both the SABC staff in their daily decision making, as well as the public on
what they can expect from the public broadcaster. These policies outline the core editorial values
of the SABC and provide guidelines in approaching programme genres such as education, religion,
language.
•

•

•

•

Aligned with the new Code of Conduct for Broadcasters, they address language, discrimination
and stereotypes, violence, grief and suffering, children, sex and nudity and programme
complaints.
They provide policy guidelines relating to educational and religious programme. These highlight
appropriate scheduling, support public education, and equitable allocation of airtime for
various religions, based on census data on the % of population in each religious group.
The language policy is based on multi-lingual programming and the rotation of related
languages. Distinct and separate radio services are catered for in all official languages, each
allocated resources fairly. While more airtime is afforded to widely spoken languages a
commitment is made to treating all official languages equitably across the television portfolio,
integrating sign language into programmes and other non-official languages such as Khoi,
Nama and San are also accommodated.
The news policy sets out a range of commitments for news practice, including; the need for
objectivity, accuracy, fairness, impartiality, and balance; avoiding the influence of internal and
external biases and prejudices; and restrictions on sponsorship of news, current affairs and
information programmes.49

46 Independent Communications Authority of South Africa ,15 February 2002, SA Content Position Paper and Regulations, 53
47 H. Bussiek April 2003 Botswana Draft National Broadcasting Policy, 43 -44.
48 Section 6 of the Broadcasting Amendment Act, Act 64 of 2002, requires for the SABC to develop policies to give effect to its public broadcasting obligations. In terms of section 6
(6) The SABC ‘s board is meant to ensure public consultation in the process.
49 SABC Editorial Policies. 2004. Untitled Booklet. Johannesburg: SABC.
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The most controversial feature of the above editorial policies is the upward referral system, which
while it granted production and editorial responsibility, producers and editorial staff are required to
consult with supervisors on potentially contentious issues, especially matters that may have legal
repercussions for the SABC. As this referral escalates up to the CEO, in his capacity as editor in chief
of the corporation, it can be perceived as management inference.
This point of view argues that unlike BBC’s Director General, who operates in a similar arrangement,
the CEO role in a corporation like the SABC should focus in the commercial and governance
aspects of the corporation instead of editorial issues. 50 On the converse, it can also be argued that
upward referral system is counterbalanced b y corresponding mechanisms aimed at guaranteeing
the SABC’s editorial independence and accountability, including its license condition as and the
BCCSA complaints and recourse procedures.
The SABC must further ensure that its editorial integrity is not compromised by sponsored
programmes. Accordingly, programme sponsorship of television news and current affairs
programming is prohibited as this could distort the news’ accuracy and compromise editorial
integrity of the programme content.51
Generally, the PBS has the primary obligation to ensure appropriate election coverage. Thus
providing the public with adequate information and political party’s an opportunity for
campaigning. These are regulated in terms of the provisions of sections 58, 59, 60 and 61 of the IBA
Act.
•

•

•

Section 58 of the IBA Act prohibits the broadcast of Party Electoral Broadcasts (PEBs) and
Political Advertisements (PAs) outside the election period. Such broadcasts may only be carried
in accordance with the provisions of sections 59 and 60.
Section 59 provides that sound broadcasting licensees may only broadcast PEBs during the
election period as defined by the IBA Act. In terms if subsection 1, a public sound broadcasting
licensee shall permit a PEB during the election period. The Authority determines the time to time
available to political parties including scheduling and duration thereof.
Section 61 of the IBA Act is the underlying consideration for the guidelines as published by the
Authority. Broadcasters are required to afford reasonable opportunities for the discussion of
conflicting views and treat all parties equitably. Further, broadcasters are obliged to afford a
reasonable opportunity to respond to criticism against a political party was leveled in a
programme carried by a broadcaster without the other party’s views reflected.

The Authority’s guidelines regarding news and current affairs programme in respect of elections are
reflected in Election monitoring regulations. These were published to ensure that broadcasting
licensees treat political parties equitably during the 1999 and 2004 general elections. Over and
above proportional allocation of time for PAs and PEBs, they ensure that news and current affairs
programmes on elections are be impartial and objective. Accordingly, broadcasters are required to
afford reasonable opportunities for the discussion of conflicting views and treat all parties equitably.
They are also obliged to afford a reasonable opportunity to respond to criticism levelled against a
political party in a programme carried by a broadcaster without the other party’s views reflected. 52

50 Guy Berger, Rhodes University, South Africa . Reconciling Editorial Independence and Public Accountability Issues in Public Broadcasting Service: Editorial Policies at South African
Broadcasting Corporation,19 -21.
51 With radio, however, such sponsorship is allowed as it had been an ongoing tradition within sound broadcasting and prohibition of such sponsorship would have a negative impact
on station’s revenue generation.
52 The Regulations Relating to Party Election Broadcasts, Political Advertisements, The Equitable Treatment of Political Parties by Broadcasting Licensees and Related Matters in
Respect of the 2004 General Elections , Annexure C; at para 6.1 of the Regulations .
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4.2.5

Sport Broadcasting Rights

Sports broadcasting rights regulations apply to the PBS in as far as all free to air broadcasters are
expected to ensure that ‘national sporting events’ are accessible to all members of society. Section
30(7) of the Broadcasting Act specifically prohibits exclusive acquisition of these rights by
subscription broadcasters. Exclusive rights to broadcast sporting events have a bearing on fair
competition in the broadcasting market. Such rights give broadcasters a competitive edge over
their counterparts. This is especially true subscription broadcasters whose main revenue stream is
subscription. This practice however has potential to deny a substantial number of South African
audiences without access to subscription broadcasting services the opportunity to view such events.
Radio and television free-to-air broadcasts, particularly SABC services are available to a much wider
audience in contrast to programmes broadcast on subscription services that are only available to
subscribing viewers. The aim of the regulations defining national sporting events and regulating
sports broadcasting rights was therefore to facilitate access by the majority of South Africans. These
were formulated in 2003 by Authority, in consultation with the Ministers of Communications and
Sports and Recreation, as well as various stakeholders. 53
In effecting the legislative requirements of the section 30(7), the Authority had to balance public
interest against market realities and the individual broadcasters business imperatives. Therefore the
concepts of events broadcast live or and in full or make use of delayed live broadcasting was used
to accommodate the established practice of selling exclusive rights and provision was made for a
list of events which could be broadcast live or delayed live or delayed, and thereby allowing
exclusive acquisition of such events. The regulations also outline the criteria and process of
rem oving of an event from the list. The Authority further did not interfere in the current modus
operandi for the sub -licensing of such events, and broadcasters can therefore continue
sublicensing exclusive rights on a private commercial/ contractual basis. Therefore the existing
contracts of events on the list were allowed to continue to exist after the publishing and gazetting of
the regulations.54

4.3 PUBLIC REGIONAL TELEVISION SERVICES
The SABC public regional television service will comprise of SABC 4, which will broadcast in Sesotho,
Setswana, Sepedi, Xitsonga, Tshivenda, Afrikaans and English. This service will broadcast in the
Limpopo, North West, Gauteng, Free State and the Northern Cape Provinces. SABC 5 will broadcast
in isiZulu, isiXhosa, isiSwati, isiNdebele, English and Afrikaans. Broadcast coverage will include
Mpumalanga, Limpopo (eastern border), Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, Eastern Cape, and the Western
Cape provinces. 55
Public regional services are aimed at achieving universal access, language and regional diversity
objectives and to facilitate the production of programmes in indigenous languages which are not
adequately covered by the current broadcasting service. These are meant to assist in meeting
regional needs, offering audiences programme choice and diversity. They also provide greater
broadcasting access to rural and marginalized communities by broadcasting in the languages of
the covered areas and therefore they also contribute to human resources capacity these areas.56

53The event must involve

•

The South African national senior team

•

Where the event does not involve the South African national senior team it must be the final of a South African national knockout competition or the Comrades Marathon
and the Two Oceans Marathon.

•

The event must be appropriate to list, given it’s structure and duration an

•

The event must be played in South Africa except for the vents clearly outlined in the regulation, these mainly being international events

54 Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, Sports Broadcasting Rights Regulations, 2003 – Gen N 2029/2003, 33 -34
55 Media Notice: Request for Comments on the Application from SABC for Regional Television Services Licences 22 January 2004( http//:www.icasa.org.za) alternatively Notice No 19
published on GG 25902 ,9 January 2004
56 Department of Communications: Language Diversity in Broadcasting, 15
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Broadcasting legislation does not define public regional services. These result from an inquiry into
regional television as directed by section 22 1(a) of the Broadcasting Act. The inquiry was intended
to provide a policy framework within which the SABC could apply for licences for regional television
broadcasting services. The viability of regional community and regional commercial services were
also investigated, however the findings of an economic viability study commissioned, as part of the
inquiry in 2003, indicated that competition for the same advertising revenue would be detrimental
to the existing broadcasters. It was therefore decided that commercial regional television services
would be revisited broadcasting upon digitalisation of the broadcasting network and growth in the
advertising market.
The ensuing Position Paper on Regional Television Broadcasting Services published on 26 November
2003 reflected the following intentions, enhancing the SABC’s public services at regional level;
•
•
•

•

In accordance to section 22(a), marginalised languages were preferred and English would not
be allowed.
Public regional television services should have an overall South African television content quota
of 55% from start-up.
In line with the Broadcasting Act, as amended, the Authority exercised its discretion with regard
to the extent of advertising permitted, by indicating that no advertising would be permitted on
regional public broadcasting television services.
It was also envisaged that SABC regional television services would be funded by money
appropriated by Parliament, upon application for these services, the SABC would be required to
submit a business plan and proof of funding for the first term of the broadcasting licence. 57

However, when granting the SABC public regional licenses, the Authority took the broader policy
and regulatory framework, opting against some of the above pronouncem ents. It considered a
number impacting factors including programming, coverage, language of broadcasting, funding
options as well as the SABC’s ability to deliver on public interest expectations associated with public
regional television services.
The language requirements remained, that is, SABC 4 and SABC 5 are expected to ensure that
languages such as Tshivenda, Xitsonga, Siswati and IsiNdebele receive more broadcast time than
other broadcast languages. Regional programming requirements will be phased in. This is with the
exception for South African drama. Accelerating of the production and broadcasting of South
African drama in marginalised languages would affirm the policy intentions behind public regional
television and the two channels are required to include South African drama from the third year of
operations. Contrary to the previous position that advertising would not be permitted on regional
channels, the Authority used the discretion, granted by section 22, to allow advertising as an
additional source of revenue. 58 Advertising on these channels would further be subject to the
Regulations on Advertising. The SABC will, however, only be issued television licenses upon securing
funding for these services.

4.4 THE PBS IN A CONVERGED ENVIRONMENT
A strong PBS can play an important role in today’s competitive and complex broadcasting market
by providing high quality programming and exerting pressure on their commercial competitors to
do the same. The modern PBS operates in competitive environments where they have to compete
with commercial broadcasters for market share and the need to balance their programming
strategy with commercial activities while staying distinctive. Digital technology introduces multiple
means of programme delivery including, satellite, cable and the Internet and increases the number
of channels and programme offerings.
57 Media Notice: Request for Comments on the Application from SABC for Regional Television Services Licences 22 January 2004( http//:www.icasa.org.za) alternatively Notice No 19
published on GG 25902 ,9 January 2004
58 Sections (2) and (3) of the Broadcasting Act grant the Authority the discretion to determine the extent that the SABC regional services could draw revenues fro m grants, donations
and sponsorships
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The diversification and individualisation of programme offerings fragments audiences and new
methods of funding like pay-TV and pay-per-view renders traditional revenue based on advertising
obsolete. 59 By the same token the PBS must also be empowered to leverage off technological
innovations that come with digitalisation to meet its public service mandate. Digital broadcasting
will potentially give the SABC the opportunity to offer a number of new and complementary
services that will facilitate, for example, its language mandate and offer innovative solutions for
educational content across the spectrum of its audiences. 60

5. COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING SERVICES
The commercial broadcasting market in South Africa consists of free -to-air and subscription services,
with subscription services delivered both terrestrially and by direct to home satellites. This market
comprises of 18 free to air sound services, two free to air television channels (e.tv and the public
broadcaster’s SABC3), one terrestrial subscription service M-Net, as well as a number of subscription
services operating on permission to continue operating pending consolidation of a subscription
policy and licensing frame work. These are Multichoice, WorldSpace, DMX Africa, Deukom,
Comutanet (Comutanet FM and Rank TV), Sentech and Orbicom.
Licensing of the above 18 commercial free to air sound services commenced in 1996 with the sale
of six SABC regional radio stations, as recommended by the Triple Inquiry report. The Position Paper
on Private Sound Broadcasting further gave consideration to the second phase of licensing
commercial sound broadcasting licensees. These were licensed in 1997 in the metropolitan arrears
of Gauteng, Kwazulu-Natal and Western Cape. They are Kaya FM, Y-FM, Classic FM, Cape Talk, P4
Cape Town and P4 Durban.
Two other commercial sound services also licensed then, Punt Gesels in Gauteng and Western
Cape were later closed down in 2000, due to financial difficulties. A decision was also taken then
not to licence national commercial radio stations. This was based on the economic viability of
commercial services in these high population density and economic active areas and the fact that
the above licensees were to operate in competition with previously owned SABC radio stations for
audiences and revenues.
During the Triple Inquiry the Authority had also committed to establishing a commercial television
service to compete with the existing public and subscription services and parliament subsequently
directed the channel to be licensed by July 1997. The Authority w as also required to consider a
phased introduction of a second commercial channel, if financially viable. The subsequent national
consultative process, led to the decision that regional networked stations were not economically
feasible. This resulted in e.tv being licensed as the sole national commercial free-to-air television
broadcaster, rather than the originally envisaged regional network stations.
There are also plans to license commercial sound services in the secondary markets and has
interested parties have been invited to apply for licences in the Limpopo, Mpumalanga, Northern
Cape and the North West provinces. A further two licenses are also planned for in the secondary
markets of Eastern Cape and Free State. The Authority has also just recently consolidated the public
commercial division of the SABC through a relicensing process, contemplated in section 10 of the
Broadcasting Amendment Act. This provision allows the SABC to operate a television channel
(SABC3) and 3 sound services (Radio Metro, 5 FM and Good Hope FM) on fully commercial basis.

59 International Telecommunication Union Geneva, September 1999.Model Public Service Broadcasting Law and aspects of Regulating Commercial Broadcasting
60 SABC Submission to the Department of Communications on the Digital Migration of Broadcasting Systems, 28 January 2005,7.
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5.1 COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING POLICY
The commercial broadcasters are mainly financed by selling of airtime or subscriptions, and as
businesses depend on the size and nature of audiences they are capable of delivering to
advertisers and sponsors. However private investment in broadcasting differs from ordinary business
activity, as broadcasting involves the transmission of values and attitudes. Therefore regulation of
commercial broadcasting has to balance promoting investment on the one hand, and the role,
duties and responsibilities of broadcasters, on the other. 61 Commercial broadcasting services are
accordingly regulated on the basis of regulated competition, in which all broadcasters should be
able to access markets on an equitable and sustained basis, as well as share commensurate public
service obligations. Consequently policy is geared towards achieving the following section 2
objectives;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ownership and control of broadcasting services by persons from historically disadvantaged
groups;
investment in the broadcasting industry;
promoting the stability of the broadcasting industry;
creating and maintaining a fair and competitive environment;
promoting South African ownership and control;
ensuring diversity of culture and language; as well as
reflecting South African society. 62

The above policies are based on legislative directives and also originate from the Triple Inquiry
report published 1995 as well as the 1998 White Paper on broadcasting. These are amplified in
policy position papers and regulations published in relation to specific markets such as the free to air
television, free to air sound as well as subscription broadcasting. Policies governing commercial
services are also advanced in the Authority’s other policy documents and regulations, including
those on Advertising, South Content and African Music, 63 as well as Ownership and Control.
The position papers that were published in relation to Private Sound and Free-to-Air television in 1996
and 1997, respectively, mainly dealt with regulatory and licensing issues in relation to the free to air
market. They covered issues such as how and where these services would operate, material which
could be broadcast on the channels, their ownership structures and other operational aspects
pertinent to establishing a new broadcasting service.
Although the Free-to-Air Private Television position paper also considered some aspects of
subscription broadcasting, it was the Triple Inquiry Report that set the basis for subscription
broadcasting, distinguishing between services utilising terrestrial frequencies and non-terrest rial
subscription broadcasters. This policy framework for subscription broadcasting services were
consolidated in the position paper on subscription broadcasting published on the 2nd June 2005.

61 Department of Communications White Paper on Broadcasting Policy, 15.
62 Independent Broadcasting Authority, Discussion Paper on amendment to M-Net's Licence, 13 May 1997
63Regulations Relating to the Imposition of Sound Broadcasting License Conditions Regarding South African Music No. 17939, 25 April 1997. These were later reviewed in accordance
to the recommendations of the Triple Inquiry Report which required that these be reviewed three (3) years after the commencement of the initial Regulations. It was also indicated
that the review would be done with the view to increase the quotas. The Authority accordingly published a Discussion Paper into the review of South African quotas in November
2000 and held public hearings into the matter in May 2001.
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This document covered the following policy regulatory and licensing issues regard to subscription
broadcasting.
•

•

•
•

•

•

Regulations governing the procedure and the appropriate conditions for as outlined in section
4(3) of the Broadcasting Act for broadcasting service consisting of more than one channel.
These were prescribed in terms of section 4(4) of the Broadcasting Act, including how channels
are defined, and the period required for lodge an application for authorisation (at least 90 days
before the channel is to be introduced, and for the Authority to make its decision(within a
period not exceeding 60 days of receipt of the application).
Administration fees for commercial television broadcasting licensees and commercial sound
broadcasting licensees to accommodate subscription broadcasting services offered on
different platforms; as well as
Recommendations to the Minister on whether sections 49 and 50 should be applicable to
subscription broadcasting services carrying more than one channel.
Administration fees for commercial television broadcasting licensees and commercial sound
broadcasting licensees to accommodate subscription broadcasting services offered on
different platforms;
Amendments to the ICASA South African Television Content Regulations, the ICASA South
African Music Content Regulations 2002 or the Code of Conduct for broadcasters to
accommodate terrestrial and non-terrestrial subscription broadcasting services; and
Recommendations to the Minister to amend legislation to meet the requirements of providing
subscription broadcasting services in a digital environment

5.2 PROGRAMMING
5.2.1

News and Actuality Programmes

Access to information is seen as a corner stone of any democratic dispensation and regulators
globally oblige all broadcasting services to offer news and current affairs programmes which must
be comprehensive, unbiased and independent. Such obligations, however, take cognisance of the
pluralism of services and their formats. While these tend to be applied to some commercial free-toair services, niche services and subscription services may be exempted from such obligations. 64
In addition to entertainment, commercial free-to-air services are expected to cater for news and
information programming, children’s programming. Sound services provide regular bulletins 65 and
this requirement further emphasises the origination and diversity of news sources. Likewise
commercial television services are required to provide at least one hour of news every day, at least
half an hour of news, packaged as a single programme, during prime time every day. Services are
to ensure that they originate their news bulletins as a whole for their specific use and that these
regularly cover regional, national, Africa continental and international. They were also required to
provide information programming (including social documentary, informal knowledge-building and
regular current affairs, constituting at least 14 hours of programming per week, and at least 2 hours
of prime time programmes per week. 66

5.2.2

South African Television Content and South African Music

One of the Authority’s public interest imperatives is to ensure the development and creation of
vibrant, dynamic, creative and economically productive South African industries whilst promoting,
protecting and developing local, provincial and national identity, culture and character, as well as
ensuring that the cultural benefit of the programming is available to the viewers. 67

64 Department of Communications White Paper on Broadcasting Policy.
65 Totalling 30 minutes of an 18- hour day, during the day.
66Private Sound Broadcasting Services and Free-to -Air Private Television, which were published in 1996 and 1997, respectively.
67Regulations Relating to the Imposition of Sound Broadcasting License Conditions Regarding South African Music No. 17939, 25 April 1997. These were later reviewed in accordance
to the recommendations of the Triple Inquiry Report which required that these be reviewed three (3) years after the commencement of the initial Regulations. It was also indicated
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The introduction of South African music and television quotas through the South African Music and
Content Regulations68 was therefore vital to achieving these goals. The incl usion of South African
programming in the bouquets of subscription television broadcasting services, for example, presents
both social and economic benefits for South Africa. Apart from clarifying the definition of South
African music these regulations gave legal effect to related policy recommendations contained in
Triple Inquiry Report were incorporated into these regulations. They imposed a South African music
quota on sound broadcasting services that devoting 15% or more of their airtime schedule during
the performance period, and gave indicators of how compliance would be measured, that is every
day between 05h00 and 23h00 on a weekly basis.
They also made provision for exemptions for broadcasters that could not comply to these quotas,
where good cause is shown and where such exemptions would not depart from the legislative
objective. The exemptions primarily allowed lowering the minimum South African music quota. This
exemption was only granted upon the services indication that it there would not be sufficient
material within its format and that this would not be inconsistent with the objects of the IBA Act.
The pay or pay principle was also applied and it was argued to be an appropriate option for
securing the financial viability of niche and community of interest services. This principle is informed
by both legislation69 as well as the Triple Inquiry Report’s proposal for regulation to distinguish
between terrestrial and non terrestrial subscription broadcasting services, with non terrestrial
subscription services being lightly regulated. It indicted that terrestrial subscription broadcasting
services should have more South African content requirements and proposed, in line with legislation,
that a pay or play principle would be a more appropriate tool in effecting the policy intentions visa- vis non terrestrial subscription broadcasting services. 70
•
•
•

The Authority has therefore decided that subscription television services could achieve the
South African content regulation requirements through the pay or play principle.
As it was deemed feasible, subscription sound broadcasting services are however required to
ensure that at least 10% of the sound channels on their bouquets are of South African origin.
The quotas for the incumbent analogue terrestrial subscription broadcasting service, M-Net,
were set at 5% of local production or a greater portion as it could be deemed appropriate by
the Authority. This however increases during unencoded time and the licensee had to provide a
weekly average of 20% of local productions during the unencoded time and these are
provided in the categories which were or are to be determined by the Authority.

5.2.3

Exclusive/Premium Programming and Competition

Other than national sporting events and access to public broadcasting services, exclusive
acquisition of programming is not regulated. The Authority is of the opinion that some forms of
exclusive arrangements in the subscription broadcasting industry were fundamental to the nature
and the provision services. It is the primary basis on which these services will attract and retain
subscribers. It was also conceived that general competition law, as opposed to broadcasting
legislation, was the best way to deal with competition issues that may arise as result of programme
packaging/tiering are also best dealt with by way of general competition law.
Most countries have must-carry obligations for broadcasters by requiring that subscription
broadcasters carry free -to-air broadcasters on their satellite bouquet and in some cases that cable
operators reserve a channel for free -to-air television broadcasters. The advantage of must-carry
rules is that they extend the reach of the public broadcaster and other free-to-air broadcasting
services to areas where there may be no coverage, and therefore, serve the public interest by
that the review would be done with the view to increase the quotas. The Authority accordingly published a Discussion Paper into the review of South African quotas in November
2000 and held public hearings into the matter in May 2001.
68Regulations Relating to the Imposition of Sound Broadcasting License Conditions Regarding South African Music No. 17939, 25 April 1997.
69 Section 53(2)(a) of the IBA Act gives the Authority the powers to specify conditions requiring broadcasting licensees to annually expend a specified sum of money, subject to
reasonable yearly escalation or, alternatively, a specified minimum percentage of his or her gross revenue, on programmes which have a South African television content.
70 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 41.
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ensuring that viewers who use cable or satellites as a means of access to broadcasting services
have access to, in particular, public service programming.
An additional benefit is stimulating the indust ry’s growth and balancing competition in
broadcasting services by offering, on one hand choice to subscribers who through scrambling
technology and associated remotes may be locked into their subscription service, and on the other
hand access to a lucrative market segment for terrestrial free-to-air broadcasters. The Authority has
therefore decided to prescribe must carry requirements in licence conditions, outlining the extent to
which satellite/cable subscription television broadcasting services may carry the public service
television channels of the SABC. The SABC will be required to offer its public service channels subject
to agreed terms. However digital terrestrial subscription television services are required to reserve a
channel for public access television.

5.3 FINANCIAL VIABILITY
Commercial free-to-air broadcasting services are mostly dependent on advertising for their revenue.
Like wise subscription broadcasting services are defined in terms of their subscription fee
requirement. Free to air broadcasters are largely driven by their ability to derive advertising revenue
and their ability to source advertising revenue is largely driven by programming and audience
profile. Advertising revenue therefore tends o define this market and commercial sound services, in
particular, success is define both by the number and profile of audiences that they are able to
attract. They therefore have different formats that are aimed to appeal to the service’s target
audience. 71
The Authority has a public interest imperative to promote the stability of the broadcasting industry,
to create and maintain a fair and competitive environment. A number of licensing decisions made
and regulatory measures were implemented with securing the financial viability of the South African
commercial broadcasting sector in mind.
•
•

•

•

Commercial sound services licensed 1997 were based in the metropolitan areas w here they
were likely to be viable and profitable in the long run.
It is also for the viability and competition reasons that commercial regional television services
were not licensed. This was based of the fact that the television market ad revenue would not
sustain a regional service 72
Advertising on subscription services is also restricted in order to protect and ensure the growth of
free-to-air terrestrial services beyond the introduction of one entrant. Subscriptions should remain
a primary stream for such services and advertising or sponsorships, or a combination thereof,
should not be the largest source of revenue. 73
The Authority closed the M-Net free o air window and no new subscribers are allowed this
opportunity. This is done not only to ensure a clear distinction between free-to-air and
subscription broadcasting, but also to ensure fair competition supplementing ad revue with
subscriptions would give subscription broadcasters an unfair advantage over their free to air
counterpart.

5.4 OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL AND LIMITATIONS ON FOREIGN OWNERSHIP
The purpose of the ownership limitations is to promote diversity, redress historical imbalances, as well
as to promote competition the broadcasting sector. They are also meant to facilitate the expansion
of services to under serviced and previously disadvantaged groups. Diversity in ownership in turn
ensures that broadcasting services promote, protect and develop national and regional identity,

71 Independent Broadcasting Authority, Position Paper on Private Sound Broadcasting Services 16 May 1996
72 ibid
73 Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 153 of 1993, s 30(6)
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culture and character as well as ensuring that needs of various languages, cultural and religious
groups are taken into account.
Arguments for curtailing cross media ownership are mainly based on the universal reach and the
power of the broadcasting media to influence public opinion, democracy and nation building.
Since media owners have the potential and power to control and manipulate the information
released through their media outlets, they could exercise editorial control and would therefore
threaten the right to freedom of expression, quality programming, journalists’ integrity and diversity
views.
The Triple Inquiry set about to determine and recommend to the Authority and the broadcasting
industry measures which could be taken to give effect to the legislative requirements contained in
sections, 48, 49 and 50 of the IBA Act. Recommendation arising from the inquiry included
•

•

•

•

Restriction on financial control of licensed television and radio services for entities with a
controlling stake in a newspaper. Control was interpreted, in terns of Schedule 2 of the IBA Act,
as entailing 15% shareholding in a radio or television license shall be deemed as constitute.
The cross media restriction extended to the publication’s circulation area, entities were not
allowed to control a radio or television license in an area where the newspaper has an average
issue readership of more than the total newspaper readership in that area.
They were also not allowed to own services in areas where there is substantial (50% or more)
overlap with the said circulation area of the newspaper. The effect of this regulation is that the
newspaper will still be able to acquire or retain a financial interest in a radio or television license
but may not be in a position to control over such a license, if its readership exceeds the
prescribed figure.
Restrictions on foreign ownership in terms of section 48 of the IBA Act prohibiting foreign control
over commercial broadcasting licensees, entailing limitations in terms of foreigners gaining
voting interests or “paid-up capital”74 of a commercial broadcasting licensee. The Act also
stipulates that no more than 20% of the board of directors of a commercial licensee are to be of
foreign decent. The above limitations were set with the intention of encouraging the ownership
of the commercial broadcasting licensees by individuals from previously disadvantaged
backgrounds and the promotion of local productions.

These positions were subsequently reinforced through the policy review on Ownership and Control
limitation, finalised in 2004. 75 The review was primarily aimed to redress concerns that the ownership
and control limitations hampered foreign investment and thus inhibited the development of the
South African broadcasting industry and participation in the global broadcasting market. This was
also argued to limit empowerment as these mostly relied on foreign funding. 76 The paper reviewed
the following aspects of commercial broadcasting,
•
•
•
•

the relevance and efficacy of statutory limitations on ownership and control of broadcasting of
the IBA Act as set out in sections 48, 49 and 50 of the IBA Act;
the most appropriate way of regulating the principles of diversity of ownership and black
economic empowerment;
the commercial sound broadcasting sector, particularly the Greenfields licences; and
the feasibility of issuing additional commercial sound broadcasting licences.

The reviewed position most importantly recognised that ownership and control in a digital
environment will have to be approached differently and that the current inquiry was confined to
the legislative provisions on ownership and control of commercial broadcasting licenses in an
analogue environment. The ultimate aim was to achieve a measure of regulated consolidation,
informed by the policy goals of diversity of ownership and control as well as attracting investment to

74 Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 153 of 1993, s 48(a) and (b)
75 Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, T he Review of Ownership and Control Position Paper, Published by ICASA .13 January 2004
76Id, 13
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the broadcasting industry. Therefore the limitations on ownership were relaxed but not dispensed
with and planned commercial licenses would have to be dealt with in a phased manner.
However, since regulated consolidation could only take place in the context of licensing additional
commercial sound broadcasting services, the position paper recommended that additional
commercial sound broadcasting services in primary and secondary markets be licensed. It also
recommended that the coverage area of Greenfields be increase, and where possible, the
Greenfields stations be allowed apply for similar or the same coverage areas as the six privatised,
former SABC stations. These would be the geographical markets of Gauteng, Cape Town and
Durban, and the secondary markets those mainly metropolitan areas outside the primary markets.
Amendments were also proposed to the IBA Act regarding definitions of control, deemed control
and financial Interest. It also proposed that limitations on foreign control of broadcasting become a
percentage-based limitation (equal to or exceeding twenty-five percent). This would affect an
increase in the ownership proportion allowed, without necessarily allowing foreign persons to control
broadcasting services. The new policy makes provision for applicants to be exempted from this
condition.
With regard to limitations on ownership and control of broadcasting services (not more than 35%),
the distinction between FM and AM was dispensed with, firstly, to move towards a more technology
neutral environment and, secondly, to do away with the disparity between the amount of AM and
FM licenses that have been issued. For the purposes of ensuring diversity of ownership and control,
the Authority has also proposed that no person shall be in a position to exercise control over more
than two commercial sound broadcasting licenses that have the same license area or substantially
overlapping areas. Limitations on cross-media control of broadcasting services were retained and
the distinction between readership and circulation was removed. However it was proposed that
the threshold percentage of average weekly ABC circulation in the licence should be raised to
25%. 77
The Authority was also required, in terms of section 31(3) of the Broadcasting Act, to make a
recommendation to the Minister of Communications as to whether sections 49 and 50 of the IBA Act
are applicable to broadcasting services carrying more than one channel. This recommendation
was also meant to outline the extent and terms upon which such sections must apply to such
broadcasting services. It is the Authority’s opinion that the above ownership and control measures
were more justifiable in a terrestrial free-to-air broadcasting environment. It was recommended that
sections 49 and 50 of the IBA Act should not apply to subscription broadcasting services. 78
This argument was based on the Triple Inquiry Report proposals that subscription broadcasting
services be more lightly regulated than terrestrial free-to-air broadcasting services. It is argued that
although the proposals were made in relation to the imposition of South African content quotas, the
same argument could be made for the regulation of subscription broadcasting services in general.
The distinction between free-to-air broadcasting services and subscription broadcasting services is
an important distinction.79

77 Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, T he Review of Ownership and Control Position Paper, Published by ICASA .13 January 2004
78 Final Recommendations to the Minister to amend certain provisions of the IBA Act (Act 153 of 1993)
79 ibid
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5.5 EMPOWERMENT, EMPLOYMENT EQUITY AND HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
Black economic empowerment (BEE) has always been an integral part of licensing process, and in
the absence of a national broad based empowerment policy, at its inception in 1994, BEE was
expanded to include employment equity and capacity building, and further linked it with other
policy directives including, South African Content, cross media control and investment in the
broadcasting industry.
The Authority must ensure empowerment through its various regulatory activities, in accordance to
paragraphs (f), (gA) and (g) of section 2 of the IBA Act, and paragraphs (c) and (f) of section 2 of
the Broadcasting Act. It must encourage of ownership and control of broadcasting services by
persons from historically disadvantaged groups. It must also encourage and equal opportunity
employments practices by all licensees, promote empowerment and advancement of women, as
well as develop human resources and training, and capacity building within the broadcasting
sector. It may, in granting any broadcasting licence, impose such terms, conditions and obligations
appropriate to such licence and consistent with the objects and principles as enunciated in section
2 of the IBA Act. 80
The position paper on the Introduction of the First Free-to-Air Private Television Service in South Africa,
published in 1997 considered aspects of black economic in evaluating applications for commercial
licenses. These included the extend the financial interests included historically disadvantaged
individuals (HDIs) as well as the nature and extent of decision-making by the historically
disadvantaged in the business venture. 81 In addition to the license conditions reflecting the above
pronouncements, further measures proposed are regarded as ‘Promises of Performance’ and are
incorporated into license conditions of the licensee, and failure to comply with them is equivalent to
a breach of the license conditions.
This has ensured that, comparatively, empowerment ownership stakes in the broadcasting are
amongst the highest in the ICT sector. However, the Inquiry into the Review of Ownership and
Control of Broadcasting Services and Existing Commercial Sound Broadcasting Licences has
indicated shortcomings in employing licence conditions and promises of performance as a means
of ensuring empowerment. In line with the recommendations made by the paper, the Authority has
adopted , a definition of HDI82 based on Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act , for the
purposes of analysing ownership and empowerment issues with respect to broadcasting services. 83
Following government’s consolidation of a broad based policy approach, the Authority in giving
effect to the Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment Act that are related to ICT regulation, it
has submitted proposals to amending its statutes and have powers to make regulations with regard
to Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment, thereby l providing a regulatory requirement for all
licensees with respect to empowerment. 84

80 Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 153 of 1993, s 2
81 The Authority has discretion to grant exemptions in its application of the above limitation and requirements if “good cause” is shown by a licensee or license applicant as provided
for in section 49(6) of the IBA Act.
82a) South African citizens who are black people, women or people with disabilities, and that black people are defined to include `Africans, Indians and Coloureds’;
(b) an association, a majority of whose members are natural persons referred to in regulation (a) above;
(c)a juristic person other than an association, whereby natural persons referred to in regulations (a) and (b) have, directly or indirectly, more than twenty - five percent of such juristic
person's issued share capital or members' interests and are able to control a majority of the juristic person's votes;
(d) a juristic person whereby natural persons, associations and/or juristic persons referred to in regulations (a), (b) or (c) have, directly or indirectly, more than twenty - five percent of
such juristic person's or association's issued share capital or member's interest and are able to control a majority of its votes;
(e)a juristic person whereby natural persons, associations and/or juristic persons referred to in regulations (a), (b), (c) or (d) above possess the power to direct or cause the direction of
the management and policies thereof whether through the direct or indirect ownership of issued share capital, by contract or otherwise.
83 ICASA’s Position Paper on “The Review of Ownership and Control of Broadcasting Services and Existing Commercial Sound Broadcasting Licences. January 2004, 27.
84 The draft ICT BEE Charter
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Empowerment also includes an element of Employment Equity and Human Resources Development.
The Employment Equity Act and the Skills Development Act, for the most part, guides the Authority’s
employment equity and human resources development directives. The Authority plays an important
role in ensuring that licensees submit reports on their training and development plans. Subscription
broadcasting services shall be subject to the same rules. All licensees shall be required to
demonstrate to ICASA how they intend to contribute to human resources devel opment, job
creation and economic development.

6.

COMMUNITY BROADCASTING

The community broadcasting sector was conceived to provide a distinct broadcasting service
dealing specifically with community issues which were not normally dealt with by other
broadcasting services. They are defined by section 1 of the Broadcasting Act as being e fully
controlled by a non-profit entity and carried on for non-profitable purposes. They are meant to
serve a particular community and encourage its members to participate in the selection and
provision of programmes. Services may be funded by donations, grants, sponsorships or advertising,
membership fees, or by any combination of the aforementioned. They can either serve a
geographically founded community or a community of interest.85
There are therefore three key principles or aspects that define community broadcasting, namely:
•

•

•

Community Participation - this is seen as the active participation of the community in the
creation of news, information, entertainment or culturally relevant material, emphasising local
issues or concerns, or participation in the management of the station or simply making input
around the scheduling and content of programming on the station.
Non-Profit Making – the spirit in which the service operates is focused on serving the community
and not making profit or serving the interests of the advertiser. In this sense there are closer
linkages with public broadcasting than commercial broadcasting.
Community ownership and control – it is the involvement of community members at the level of
the Board democratically elected by the community that distinguishes community
broadcasting from commercial broadcasting. It is this which leads to services dedicated to
development, education and people empowerment, while promoting the principles of
democracy and grassroots community participation.

As required by sections 48 and 51 of the IBA Act, foreign and party political ownership of these
services are prohibited. Ownership, funding, board membership, management, programming, and
consistent public identification with a particular entity are used to ascertain compliance with these
provisions.

6.1 COMMUNITY SOUND BROADCASTING
Community sound sector has grown considerably from its temporary annual license roots. Radio
Audience Measurement Survey (RAMS) figures for March/May 2004 indicates that collectively the
sector accounted for 4.62 million audience members (15.5% ) of the total sound market. 86 However
of the total revenue of 4.2 billion rand raised by the sound broadcasting sector, only 2.6% was
accessed by community sound broadcasting services. Various reasons have been cited for this
development, including limited understanding the market dynamics affecting this sector’s
audience base. Their audience profile also plays a significant role in this fact. While services also
vary in terms of their ability to attract ad revenue with some services being more lucrative than
others, their average audience falls within the lower LSM groups.

85 Broadcasting Act, Act No. 4 of 1999 s1
86 AMPS 2003b
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Policy position papers and regulations governing the community sound sector have their origin in
sections 47A of the IBA Act, formulated to specifically allow the IBA to grant temporary community
broadcasting licenses. In the absence of policy and regulatory framework, services were licensed in
1994, as an interim measure mainly to address the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

Enhance democratic processes at a local level by giving a voice to the marginalized and poor;
Increase diversity of content and pluralism of information at the local level in order to promote
and reflect local identity, character and culture;
Assist in creating diversity of voices and opinion and encourage individual expression;
Encourage participation, information sharing and innovation. 87

These values also informed the approach taken by the section 28 inquiry into the community radio
sector priorities and related matters, as directed by section 32(6) of the Broadcasting Act. The
inquiry formalised rules and procedures concerning applications, licensing criteria and public
hearings as well as the license term and related conditions and obligations. The resultant regulations
amongst others set out criteria for measuring the support of a community for the proposed services.
These were undertakings reinforced in the Position Paper on Four Year Community Sound
Broadcasting services published in 1997, providing the standard upon which varying areas of
community sound services were regulated. This included issues of content, funding, advertising,
sponsorship and community participation. Its main focus was to create a landscape and regulation
for licensing four-year community sound broadcasting services. The position paper specifically
influences the following aspects of community sound services. 88
The community broadcasting sector has an important role to play in nation building, the recognition
of a diverse range of cultures, needs and aspirations and the delivery of all of the languages within
relevant communities. Broadcast content also covers diverse topics around education, health issues
and other socio-economic problems the community needs to be educated about. Furthermore,
South African Music content is significantly high in community sound broadcasters as compared to
other public and private broadcasters. Although obliged to 40% local music content, some
broadcasters have gone as far as to set their local content quotas at 70% levels.

6.1.1

Programming

Community sound services are meant to provide localised programming that highlights the needs
and the talents of their local community, through presenting, programme production, musical and
other audio artistic talent. Therefore community services programme, over and above South African
music, 89 should reflect the needs of the people in their communities including amongst others
cultural, religious, language and geographic needs and must:
•
•
•

•

provide a distinct broadcasting service dealing specifically with community issues which are not
normally dealt with by the broadcasting service covering the same area;
be informational, educational and entertaining;
focus on the provision of programmes that highlight grassroots community issues, including, but
not limited to, developmental issues, health care, basic information and general education,
environmental affairs, local and international, and the reflection of local culture; and
promote the development of a sense of common purpose with democracy and improve
quality of life.

Community sound broadcasting services are expected to broadcast programming that supports
and promotes sustainable development, participatory democracy and human rights as well as the
87 Community Media: A Tool for Community Development by Lumko Mtimde Councilor Independent Communications Authority of South Africa at Khanya Community Radio 3rd
Annual Anniversary Butterworth 28 November 2003.
88 Independent Broadcasting Authority Act 1993, S 47A(4)(a)(i) and (ii)
89 Services dedicating more than 15% of their airtime music were required to broadcast a minimum 20%. These were revised up to 40% in the reviewed regulations of South African
Music and Content published in 2002) of South African music.
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educational objectives, information needs, language, culture and entertainment interests of
different groups such as women, youth, civic and sport interest groups. This can be undermined by
extensive use of syndicated programmes, especially relaying news sourced from the SABC and
SAPA. While syndicate network arrangements are allowed where a number of services may enter
into an agreement to share programming or acquire it from one or more sources, this may not
amount to a formation of relay stations. 90

6.1.2

Corporate Governance

The 1997 position paper on community sound paper set basic corporate governance and
operational standards. Services were required to have at least two permanent managerial positions,
one of whom should be the station manager responsible for the general operations of the station.
Financial sustainability, prudence and conformity to non profit requirements of community services
were stressed. The licensing requirement stress, amongst others, the ability to obtain sufficient funds
to ensure sustainability. Services are also required to reinvest surplus funds (if any) into causes within
its community and payment of dividends to its individual members is prohibited. However
management capacity continues to be a huge hurdle for community broadcasters and most
challenges arise from the lack of community focus by services.
In many services, there is constant conflict between managers and the board of directors. This can
largely be attributed to lack of clearly defined roles and responsibilities between the board of
directors and the station management. Having clearly defined roles of the Board and Management
and the manner in which they are respectively selected and appointed would go a long way to
assist the relevant players to know their boundaries. Much of the conflict that occurs between
board members and the management of the station is the lack of knowledge on the role each
body is meant to play. Services are further dependent on a single revenue stream, either
advertising or donor funding, and therefore need to adopt financial diversification strategies and
proper corporate governance mechanisms. This would create clear lines of accountability and
transparency of the services overall operations.
The non profit status of community sound service makes corporate governance all the more
important. Unlike private corporations where the market provides feedback as to how effective
their corporate governance has been, they rely accountability and transparency measures on
delivering on their community service mandate. Effective governance would also ensure the
performance and accountability of all relevant structures.

6.1.3

Funding

Section 1 of the Broadcasting Act states that a community broadcasting service may be funded by
donations, grants, sponsorships or advertising or membership fees, or by any combination of the
aforementioned. As there are no restrictions on the amount of advertising that can be held by
community broadcasters, this would be one lucrative source of obtaining additional revenue for
community broadcasters. However, most community sound services still fail to attract advertising
revenue into their services. Some of the problems associated with community sound services
financial management include;
•
•
•
•
•

the inability of stations to properly market themselves;
lack of knowledge on potential advertisers that could be approached within
their areas;
lack of adequate audience profiles of the community sound broadcasting;
sector that could be used by advertisers; and
expressed dependence on one form of revenue stream.91

6.1.4

Community Participation

90 I Independent Communications Authority of South Africa 15 February 2002, SA Content Position Paper and Regulations, 53
91 Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, Review of Community Sound Broadcasting Policy: Discussion Paper, 35.
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Community Participation is a very important and an integral part in the functioning of a community
sound broadcaster. It is through the participation of the intended community that the board of any
community broadcaster is required and the participation of the community in the programming of
the station is also essential. However, many services have not yet grasped the importance of their
involvement in the programming and day to day operations of community broadcasters. Much of
the community participation in terms of programming at present occurs through phone-in
programmes and in the definition used by the Authority for community participation; phone-ins are
only a segment of the input communities ought to have in the programming.

6.1.5

Training and Capacity Building

The main areas that require training include training on technical skills, programme production,
management of the sound broadcasting station and understanding the nature of community
sound broadcasting stations. There are numerous stakeholders within the sector who provide
training on a variety of issues to members of community sound broadcasting stations, and lack of
co-ordination within the training service providers within the sector has meant that there is a great
deal of duplication on the type of training that is provided instead of widening the scope and
accommodating all the training needs within the sector.
Due to the culture of volunteerism used within the sector, volunteers often leave community sound
broadcasting stations after a great deal has been invested in them in terms of training and
capacity building and there are no proper skill transfer methods so that when that person leaves,
the skill is left behind. This is also linked to the lack of proper accreditation of the training provided
and the sector has not yet formulated proper set of training standards that all training institutions
have to meet as approved according to frameworks and standards set by the South African
Qualifications Authority. The nature of training provided from donor funding has been identified as
being too prescriptive and restrictive, determining the route the training is too take and in many
cases, the training provided does not provide the skill that is not required within the community
sound broadcaster or the larger community. 92
Volunteers have also not been properly managed. Human resource development strategies could
be adopted to help volunteers aware of the valuable contribution they make to the station, and
the skills they stand to gain from being involved within the station. In this instance, ’strategic human
resources’ would have to be adopted, retaining the skills and abilities needed by the stations. In this
instance, the guidelines would have to be two fold, human resources practices for full-time
employees and those to be used to assist in retaining volunteers. 93

6.1.6

Sustainability Strategies

As in any other business venture, having a stable operational structure assists the organisation in
determining a clear operational structure and processes leading sustainability within the
organisation. In the early stages of community sound broadcasting, great instability was created by
the one year licences granted by the Authority. Community sound services were not unable to
secure funding, nor were they able to formulate projected plans as there was great uncertainty of
their existence after the next licensing process. Many services experienced difficulty as there was
lack of financial and skills capacity.

92 Focus based workshops conducted with community sound broadcasters and consultative meetings with community media stakehold ers.
93 G. van der Waldt et al, Managing for results in government, 2002,46
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Instability of services is also context specific. Services in different areas deal with differing issues that
can lead to instability within a station. Rural areas are often facing problems of resource constraints
especially in relation to start up capital and financial maintenance of the station. Urban services on
the other hand are often plagued by power struggles largely due to lack of knowledge of the roles
different bodies are meant to play in the operations of the station, these power struggles have often
led to contravention of licence conditions leading to the closure of the station.94

6.1.7 Community Sound Broadcasting and Development

The introduction of community sound broadcasting brought with it varied impacts both within the
broadcasting industry as well as the communities they were meant to serve. A number of
community radio stations lapsed either by way of revocation or closure or failure to take off. The
regulatory challenges around community radio mainly have to do with understanding and
embracing the developmental objectives of community radio, as well as the market reality faced
by community broadcasters in competing for audiences with commercial and public radio stations.
Licenses were revoked for the violation of licence conditions, especially those dealing with localised
programming, community participation as well as management, operational and corporate
governance.
On the positive side community sound services have enabled the Authority to achieve a number of
policy including gains including localised broadcasting, the promotion of language rights,
empowerment and equity, as well as South African Music quotas. The Triple Inquiry had conceived
the introduction of community radio as a means of introducing context specific broadcasting, thus
addressing the cultural, language and other socio-economic needs required by that particular
community. The introduction of this mode of media broadcasting meant there was access to radio
in rural areas where radio is the most popular and affordable means of receiving broadcast
material.
At the time of publication of this report, the Authority had just launched a revise regulatory and
licensing framework for community sound services. This focused on mechanisms to grow and sustain
the community sound broadcasting sector. This entails revising regulations and licensing conditions
to facilitate this development, as well as revising the guidelines for community sound signal
distribution license fees for the community sector. The role of community sound broadcasting as a
vehicle for development would be emphasised as a main criterion for prioritising licensing.

6.2 COMMUNITY TELEVISION
TBN is currently the only licenses operator in the community television market. It was established in
the former Transkei and Ciskei territories under a commercial license granted by these
administrations and mainly caters for the Christian community of interest. In the absence of
community television policy and licensing framework, inception of the IBA in 1994, it was granted a
grandfathered license. This was, In terms of the provisions of section 47B of the IBA Act deemed
valid for a period of 12 months and it subsequently applied for granted a community television
broadcasting license and signal distribution license for four year. The license has since been
renewed in 2001 and recently 2005.

6.2.1

The Viability of a Community Television Model

Sections 32(7) and 32(8) of the Broadcasting Act mandated the Authority to investigate and report
to the Minister of Communications and Parliament on the viability and impact of community
television. The investigation should include the definition of community television, access to
frequencies, sustainability, ownership and control and legal framework.95 This directive, together
with the Triple Inquiry Report’s directives on community television, formed the basis of a workshop

94 Development of Revenue Diversification Strategies for Community Radio in South Africa Proposal to IDRC, Acacia Initiative Submitted by the Independent Broadcasting Authority
of South Africa June, 1997
95 Broadcasting Act, Act No. 4 of 1999 s 32 (7)
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investigating the community television model, conducted in1997. Four key elements determining
community television’s viability were identified as funding, the structure of the services,
programming, and technical feasibility. It was concluded that a full service community television
was not feasible in South Africa. Unlike radio, its high start-up cost created a barrier to entry by
potential community television entrants. Its non-profit nature of limits the possibility of providing
television services stand-alone services, unless they receive some form of government or donor
funding.
The policy inquiry was shelved and reinitiated in 2003 when developments in broadcasting
technology, lowered start-up cost of community television and increased the viability of community
television. This was through a public inquiry with a broadened scope including public local television,
commercial local television and community local television services, in 2003. The outcome yielded a
policy position a licensing framework by which community television services would be categorised,
licensed and regulated in South Africa. 96

6.2.2

The Public Access Model of Community Television

The policy highlights the public access model of community television which conceives viewers as
originators and broadcasters of content. The role of the management of community television is
therefore conceived as being that of responsible civic custodian, whose chief responsibility is not
only ensuring access but also responsible use of such access. This implies viewers’ involvement in the
production, management of communication and in the ownership these services.
This model emphasises programme localisation and the majority of the programmes broadcast by
community television broadcasting services must be produced and sourced locally. The overall
South African television content quota of 55% from start-up was further given incentives through
granting an additional points relating to production and commissioning programming regional
programming that is produced in indigenous African languages. Services were further required to
source 40% of their programmes from independent producers.
Community television services are required to support and promote sustainable development,
participatory democracy and human rights, and cater for educational objectives and information
needs such as language, culture and entertainment interests of participating groups such as
women, youth, civic and sports interest groups. To facilitate community participation in the selection
and provision of programmes, community television broadcasters will be required to establish
programming councils/committees representative of different sectors within the community served.
Surplus funds should be reinvested in the community where the service is based, and accordingly
enforced in through section 32(5) of the Broadcasting Act which requires audit the financial records
of all community television services. Since community television services would be competing
established players in both the national free to air television market and regional sound market.,
they are allowed to source public funding through the Media Development and Diversity Agency
(the MDDA), and in accordance with section 1 of the IBA Act could also be funded by
advertisements, grants, donations and sponsorships.97
The major hurdle in realising community television is limited spectrum capacity to license additional
services such as community television. Capacity for community television frequencies is limited to
smaller towns98 and there are none available metropolitan areas such as Johannesburg, Pretoria,
Cape Town, Durban and Port Elizabeth. It is envisaged that once South Africa has migrated to a
digital platform, frequencies would be freed up in these areas for use by community television
broadcasting services. To facilitate access in the meantime, commercial frequencies in
96 Independent Broadcasting Authority. Position Paper on Community Television Services ,2004,

16-20

97 Independent Communications Authority, 2004, Community Television Broadcasting Services Position Paper , p 16-20
98 Eastern Cape: Aliwal North, Bedford, Despatch, Kareedouw, and Queenstown;;

Free State: Bethlehem, Senekal, and Ladybrand; Limpopo: Blouberg, Mokopane, and

Punda Maria; Kwazulu- Natal: Vryheid; Western Cape: Grabouw; Hexrivier, Knysna, Ladismith, and Matjiesfontein; Northern Cape: Calvinia, Fraserburg, and Williston; North-West:
Christiana; and Mpumalanga: Davel, and Dullstroom.
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Johannesburg, Durban and Port Elizabeth, as well as the spare public television frequency in Durban
North were recategorised for community television use. Since there were no spare public or
commercial television frequencies in Cape Town, the spare frequency available for digital terrestrial
television would be used, and amendments would be effected to the regulations on special events
licenses to allow community television broadcasting licensees.

7.

BROADCASTING SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION

The operation of a broadcasting signal distribution service entails the establishment of a transmission
infrastructure, maintenance and operation of signal distribution facilities by or on behalf of
broadcasters. Broadcasting signal distributors also provide coverage prediction and planning
facilities to broadcasters. In South Africa, broadcasting signal distribution is available on both
terrestrial and satellite distribution mediums. The main operators in this market are Sentech and
Orbicom. Service providers in this market do so either through licenses granted in terms of the IBA
Act 99 or permission to continue in terms section 34(4)(a) of the Broadcasting Act. There are also
smaller signal distributors who operate as subcontractors under the licence to self provide signal
distribution awarded to certain broadcasting licensees.
Prior to the establishment of the IBA, broadcasting signal distribution was regulated by the
Postmaster General, together with the SABC and various government ministers charged with the
administration of broadcasting legislation. This sector was governed by various statutes including
the Radio Act, No.3 of 1952, the Post Office Act, No. 44 of 1958 and the Broadcasting Act, No. 73 of
1976, and international treaties and agreements to which South Africa was a signatory. The IBA was
then vested with these powers at is inception in 1994.
The Authority published, in February 1996, with the intention to license operators in the signal
distribution market , a discussion document and regulations on signal distribution and the associated
licensing procedures. Applications were subsequently received from Broadcom International
(Broadcom), B & I Engineering (B& I E) and Telemedia for broadcasting signal distribution category 2
licences. These were, however, refused mainly on the basis that they did not meet the black
economic empowerment and technical criteria as required. Public hearings were also conducted
in February and March 1996 and culminated in the publication of a Position Paper on the
Regulation of broadcasting Signal Distribution, setting out the Authority’s regulatory and licensing
approach towards signal distribution.100

7.1 COMPETITION IN THE SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION MARKET
The Authority’s strategy for the signal distribution sector licensing has been driven mainly by two
aspects, firstly the need to have universal access to service and facilities, and secondly the principle
of fair competition, that is prohibition on the dominant carrier engaging in price discriminations. This
means that licensing should main facilitate access in a way that ensured. There must be access by
content providers and likewise by end users to content (broadcasters and viewers).
Signal distribution must be made affordable and a flexible tariff structure must be put in place for
services where public interest imperatives apply. In the interest of liberalising this end of the marker,
access to high sites will be afforded to all signal distributors upon the opening of the signal
distribution market to competition into this market. Access to high sites as an ‘essential facility’
determines whether or not other competitors can compete effectively with the incumbent and the
regulator is required to develop a scheme for tariff regulation.101

99 Operators in this market are licensed in terms of section 33(1) of the IBA Act, which provides for three categories of broadcasting signal distribution; category 1 which is a common
carrier providing broadcasting signal distribution for broadcasting licenses on a non-preferential basis as contemplated by section 37 of the IBA Act; category 2 providing signal
distribution for broadcasting licensees on a selective and preferential basis; and category 3 which is a self-providing broadcasting licensee.
100 Independent Broadcasting Authority, Applications for Signal Distribution Licenses Ruling and Reasons, 30-3 1
101 Independent Broadcasting Authority, 1998, Position Paper on regulating Signal Distribution, p 6
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In this context facilities sharing arrangements are favored mainly for efficiency and market
liberalization purposes. This approach recognizes the need to balance supporting the interest of
potential and new entrants to compete effectively while ensuring the viability of the former
monopoly element at the same time. 102 The consequence of this approach would therefore be an
environment where there would be a choice of service for the broadcasting industry, efficiency is
intrinsic and technological development is not at the expense of social developmental goals.
However, there has not been much competition introduced in the sector. Although there was an
attempt to licence category 2 distributors, other than Orbicom, there have been no licenses
granted in this category.
A related issue is that of sub contractors operating signal distribution services on the basis of
broadcasters self provision licenses. These services are entitled to sub-contract part, but not all, of its
broadcast signal distribution activities. Where part of the activity is sub-contracted, the licensee shall
ensure that the sub-contractor is competent to perform the activities assigned to it. The intension
was for the licensee retains ultimate responsibility for the performance of all work undertaken by the
sub-contractor. Licensees are also allowed to enter into agreements with other licensed signal
distributors with regard to the sharing of facilities and personnel. These arrangements pose a
number of problems in that the proportion and the extent of respective parties’ responsibility are not
specified.
This has resulted in sub contractors assuming signal distribution responsibilities in total, and
consequently operating as de facto competitors in the market. The above issues were to be
addressed by public inquiry on broadcasting signal distribution, meant to mainly address issues
around competition in the signal distribution market, as directed by section 33(1) of the IBA Act. The
inquiry was also to determine license conditions, obligations, tariff structure for signal distribution, as
well as the regulatory regime for multi-channel distribution services and convergence. However it
was held back, mainly to prevent duplication of effort, as the Authority anticipates that the
Electronic Communications Act (the ECA) and the strategy for digital migration would address the
above legislative directives.

102 ibid
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Section D: CONLUSIONS

8. THE INTERVENING 10 YEARS
8.1 ANALYSIS

T

he primary dimensions of the public interest mandate are set as including, universal access,
diversity (structural, geographical, content) and equality. These refer to the extent to which
broadcasting services are available to all citizens in a reliable, affordable, accurate and timely
manner. They also refer to degree to which all citizens participate in and own the broadcasting
sector, as well as to which the broadcasting sector is reflective of and represents different groups
and people in society. 103
In addition to the above primary dimensions of the public interest mandate, which set out the
Authority’s broad policy framework, the Broadcasting legislation specifically contains provisions that
may be interpreted, from a regulatory perspective, as measurements for the achievement of the its
broadcasting industry regulatory mandate. This measurement is in the form of general policy
objectives contained in both the IBA Act and Broadcasting Act, as well as the specific policy
directives of the Authority, including nine public inquiries around specific areas of broadcasting
policy including; public broadcasting services, cross media control of broadcasting services and
local television content and South African music, the frequency plan, regional services, subscription
services as well as community broadcasting.
The public interest mandate also means that the Authority is expected to create environment and
market conditions where the Public Broadcasting Service, commercial and community
broadcasting services were licensed to thrive. In introducing new service and competition to the
broadcasting market it needs to balance protecting existing services in particular the integrity and
viability of the PBS and sustainability of commercial services against establishing fair competitive
environment for the new players. While ilcensing commercial players would attract investment in
the industry, ownership and control by historically disadvantaged individuals is also need to be in
the process. 104 Therefore in evaluating whether regulatory intervention has addressed issues around
media ownership one has to look at the role and impact of the Authority in setting up market
conditions for a diverse and independent broadcasting system, promoting media plurality,
enhancing equity in ownership, as well as imposition of cross media limitations.105
The general policy regulations passed include South African content Requirements, ownership and
control compliance, empowerment of historically disadvantaged, and advertising, infomercials and
programme sponsorship. These served to amplify and operationalise broad policy objectives rooted
in the empowering legislation, and initially dealt with through the Triple Inquiry Report. They’ve also
had a direct impact and their application have in turn been influenced by other policy areas
including programme requirements, coverage and language obligations within the three tiers of
broadcasting in South Africa, that is, public, commercial, and community broadcasting.
The Authority’s policy goals are envisaged as being achievable across the broadcasting services
spectrum as a whole, with licensees across this three tier system playing complementary roles in the
broadcasting environment. All broadcasting services are expected, in varying degrees, to
contribute towards achieving the public interest mandate.
The Authority has gone a long way to achieve its public interest mandate, as evidenced by
meeting its regulatory imperatives outlined below.
103 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 6
104 Nixon Kariithi, Regulation of Ownership and Control of media broadcasting in South Africa. A paper presented at the Broadcasting policy and Legislation Conference for East
Africa and the Great lakes region, 8- 10 October 2001 at The Stanley Hotel, Nairobi, Kenya.
105 ibid
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8.1.1

Public Inquiries

The Authority is empowered to conduct inquiries into any matter relevant to the achievement of
the objects and the application of the principles enunciated in section 2 of the IBA Act, and the
exercise and performance of its powers, functions and duties in terms of the IBA Act. 106
Most of the specific regulatory directives, legislated public inquiries have mostly been fulfilled. Of the
nines public inquiry processes that the Authority was charged with, eight have been the met. The
Authority decided to delay the Signal Distribution Inquiry which was required by Section 33 of the
Broadcasting Act, 107 in light of the Convergence Bill being released in the first quarter of 2005, as
well the initiation of a process for digital migration by the Department of Communications. It is
anticipated that Electronic Communications Act, No. 36 of 2005 would address most of the derived
policy and legislative directives; including the licence conditions, obligations, tariff structure for
signal distribution, as well as the regulatory regime for multi-channel distribution services and
convergence.
The section below summarised public inquiries and their ensuing policy position papers and
regulations. In addition to indicating the intended policy goals and the impact the Authority has
had on the sector, policy position papers and regulations have been mapped against a ten-year
timeline, indicating the historical progression of this policy-making.
LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS

MEASUREMENT

ACHIEVEMENT

Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, No.

Inquiry into public broadcasting services, cross

153 of 1993

media control of broadcasting services and

Recommendations
- the nature and funding of the Public

Section 28(8)(b)

local television content and South African music

1.

THE TRIPLE INQUIRY

Broadcasting Services;

Section 45(1) (Public Broadcasting Service)

- the nature, number and licensing of

Section 50(1) (Cross Media Control)

commercial sound and television;

Section 53(7) (Local Content and South African

- the terms and timeframes for the

Music)

incorporation of TBVC broadcasting
services into the broader South African
broadcasting system;
- universal access;
-

broadcasting infrastructure and frequency
planning;

- empowerment and HR and capacity
development;
-

broadcasting language policy;

- South African content as well as cross
media Ownership
2.

THE VIABILITY AND IMPACT OF COMMUNITY TELEVISION

The Broadcasting Act, No. 4 of 1999

Definition of community television, access to

Community Television Broadcast ing Services

Section 32(7)

frequencies, sustainability, ownership and

Position Paper published 2004, setting out the

control, legal framework and the licensing of

policy and licensing framework

community television

.

LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS
3.

MEASUREMENT

ACHIEVEMENT

SUBSCRIPTION BROADCASTING SERVICES

106Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 153 of 1993, s 28(1)(a) and(b)
107 Section 33 of the Broadcasting Act No. 4 of 1999, directs the Authority to conduct an inquiry to determine the licence conditions, obligations, and tariff structure for signal
distribution including the regulatory regime for multi-channel distribution services and convergence.
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Broadcasting Amendment Act No. 64 of 2002

Inquiry into the economic feasibility of

Section 31(1)

additional subscription television services.

- Position Paper on Subscripting Broadcasting
Services2005
- Regulations and ITA 2006

4.

SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION

Section 33(1), of the Broadcasting Act

Inquiry to determine the licence condit ions,
obligations and tariff structure for signal

Inquiry held back. The ECA to address most of
the regulatory imperatives.

distribution, including the regulatory regime for
multi-channel distribution services and
convergence

5.

PRIORITIES WITHIN THE COMMUNI TY RADIO SECTOR

The Broadcasting Act, No. 4 of 1999

A policy framework for licensing and regulating

Section 32 (6)

community sound broadcasting in South Africa

- Regulations on criteria for measuring
community support
- Licensing temporary community sound
broadcasting services in d in 1994
- Position Paper on Four Year Community
Sound broadcasting Services in 1997 setting
out the policy and regulatory framework
for community broadcasting services

6.

IDENTIFICATION OF NATIONAL SPORTING EVENTS

Broadcasting Act No. 4 of 1999

Prohibition of the exclusive acquisition of sports

Position Paper and Regulations on Sports

Section 30(7)

broadcasting by subscription broadcasters,

Broadcasting Rights

Independent Broadcasting Authority Act No.

listed by way of a public process

153 of 1993 Section 78

7.

RESTRUCTURING THE PBS TO REFLECT THE PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL DIVISION SPLIT

Broadcasting Amendment Act, No. 64 of 2002

- SABC License Amendment Application

Section 22(1)

- Appropriate licence conditions to reflect

Section 22(2)

SABC License Amendment in 2005

t he reorganisation of the SABC and related
obligations under the IBA and Broadcasting
Act.

8.

REGIONAL TELEVISION SERVICES

The Broadcasting Act, No. 4 of 1999

The SABC in the performance of its public

Section 22A(1)(a)

service mandate must apply for a license to

SABC License Amendment in 2005

provide regional television services within nine
months of the commencement of the
Broadcasting Amendment Act

9.

PREPARATION OF AN ANNUAL FREQUENCY PLAN

Independent Broadcasting Authority Ac t , No.

- Preparation of a frequency plan

- 1994 Interim Frequency Plan.

153 of 1993

- Annual revision of the frequency plan

- 1999 1st Frequency Plan.

Section 31 (1) - Preparation

- 2002 Revised Frequency Plan.

Section 31 (5) - Annual Revision

- 2003 Terrestrial Broadcasting Frequency
Plan

Table 4 Public Inquiries
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Mainly administrative policy regulations

1996 – 1997
1998 - 2000

1. Position Paper on the Private Sound
Broadcasting Services

- Provides the policy framework for commercial sound
broadcasting services

2. IBA Community Sound Broadcasting Licences:
Criteria to Measure Community Support
Regulation

- Determine the criteria to measure support as required in
terms of an applicant for community broadcasting service
by the relevant community or by those associated with or
promoting the interests of such community

3. South African Music Regulations

- Impose minimum quotas of South African music to be
carried by different broadcasting licence categories to
promote South African music

4. South African Television Content Regulations

- Encourage a predominant South African content in all
genres, diversity, development of the local independent
production sector

5. Position Paper For the Introduction of the First
Free-to-Air Private Televisio n Service in South
Africa

- Introduce the policy and licensing framework for free -to-air
television service

6.Position Paper on Community Sound
Broadcasting Services on Four Year Licences

- Introduce the policy and licensing framework for
Community Sound Broadcasting Services on Four Year
Licences

1. Regulations Relating To Party Election
Broadcasts, Political Advertisements, the
Equitable Treatment of Political Parties by
Broadcasting Licensees: 1999 Gene ral Elections

- Broadcasters coverage of election is equitable, fair and
informs the public

2. Advertisement, Infomercials, and Programme
Sponsorship Regulations

- Regulation of the scheduling of advertisements,
infomercials and sponsorships

3. Regulations Relating To Party Election
Broadcasts, Political Advertisements, the
Equitable Treatment of Political Parties by
Broadcasting Licensees: 2002 Local
Government Elections

- Broadcasters treat parties equitably in the coverage of
election, making airtime available for PAs & PEBs on a nondiscriminatory basis

1. Position Paper and Regulations on South

- Impose local content quotas on radio and television in
order to develop, protect and promote a national and
provincial identity, culture and character

African Content on Television and Radio
2. Position Paper and Regulations on Low Power
Sound Broadcasting Services

- Framework for the regulation and licensing of low power
sound broadcasting

3. Position Paper and Regulations on Sports

- Broadcasting of ‘national sporting events’ on free-to-air
television

Broadcasting Rights
2003 -2006

4. Position Paper on Regional Television

- Licensing of regional television services as enabled by
section 5(2) of Broadcasting Act

Broadcasting Services
5. Revised Code of Conduct for Broadcasters

- Replaced Schedule 1 of IBA Act (section 56)

6. Position Paper on the Review of the Ownership
and Control of Broadcasting Services and
Existing Commercial Sound Broadcasting

- Amend sections 48,49 and 50 of the IBA Act

Licenses
7. General Elections Regulations , 2004

- The Authority through regulations & guidelines to ensure
that broadcasters treat parties equitably & that
programming & news relating to elections are fair & inform
the public

Table 5 Timeline of Broadcasting General Policy Regulations
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8.1.2

The Broadcasting Market

In evaluating whether regulatory intervention has addressed issues around media ownership one
has to look at the role and its impact in setting up market conditions for a diverse and independent
broadcasting system, promoting media plurality, enhancing equity in ownership, as well as
imposition of cross media limitations. 108 Figure 2 below, speaking to the number and nature
broadcasting services, ownership structure and empowerment equity is indicative of the extent that
the Authority’s diversity mandate has been accomplished in the broadcasting sector.
a) The Number and Diversity of Services
The Authority has been very successful in introducing competition in both the sound and television
broadcasting market. In terms of the impact it has had on the sound market, a comparison to the
form and the number of broadcasting services that existed prior to the establishment of the IBA,
there have been approximately 144 services licensed. These were further categorized within a
three tier system of broadcasting, that is public, commercial and community and 6 license classes
as contemplated by section 5(2) of the IBA Act. The diversity mandate was thus also fulfilled.
The Authority is also in the process of implementing a licensing framework for subscription
broadcasting services which will facilitate the licensing of existing subscription broadcasting services
which have a permission to continue and allow new entrants into this market. There are also
intensions to license additional commercial sound broadcasting services in secondary and primary
markets. The primary markets are the geographical markets of Gauteng and the metropolitan areas
of and around Cape Town and Durban. Secondary markets are the geographical markets. The
Authority has also licensed community sound broadcasting services since 1995.
The past 10 years have resulted in an increase in the number and diversity of players, where
previously the SABC owned twenty-five radio stations and only two commercial radio stations
(Radio 702 and Capital Radio), and one private pay-TV service (M-Net). However, while growth in
the number of sound services has addressed the diversity and representatively mandate, this has
not necessarily translated into African language sound services attracting comparable ad revenue.
This is mainly because of the nature of the broadcasting advertising revenue model being based on
LSM profiling of markets. Thus results in services targeting the higher LSMs attracting more advertising
revenue.
b) Investment and Growth
In 2005/6 Broadcasting’s share the total R15, 5 billion media advertising revenue was estimated to
be R 8,5 billion (55% of the total media ad spend). Television generated R6.2billion (73% of the total
broadcasting share) whereas sound generated only R2, 2 billion (26, 5 % of the total broadcasting
share). 109

8.1.3

Equity Ownership and Empowerment

Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) has always been an integral part of the Authority’s licensing
process. In the absence of a national broad based empowerment policy, at its inception in 1994,
BEE was expanded to include employment equity and capacity building. It further included other
policy directives such as South African content, cross media control, diversity in control, programme
and music formats, as well as encouraging investment in the broadcasting industry. This approach
has ensured that, comparatively, empowerment ownership stakes in broadcasting (Figure 2 below )
are amongst the highest in the ICT sector.

108 Nixon Kariithi, Regulation of Ownership and Control of media broadcasting in South Africa. A paper presented at the Broadcasting policy and Legislation Conference for East
Africa and the Great lakes region, 8- 10 October 2001 at The Stanley Hotel, Nairobi, Kenya.
109 The Nielsen Media Research Multimedia System 17January 2006
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The draft ICT BEE Charter submitted to the Minister of Communications recognises the Authority’s
jurisdiction with respect to the broadcasting and telecommunication sector. The Authority, in giving
effect to the Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment Act, has submitted proposals for
amending its statutes, in line with draft ICT BEE Charter allowing the Authority to draft regulations on
Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment and thus affording powers to incorporate
empowerment into license conditions.

GAUTENG

SABC 5 Licensed
SABC 4 Licens ed
94.7 Highveld Stereo
• Primedia 100%
702 Talk Radio 100%
• Primedia 100%

LIMPOPO
SABC 4 Licensed
SABC 5 Licensed
7 Community Sound Services

Kaya FM 45.1 %
•
Thebe Convergent, Motsamai/ Makana (MCI) 24.9%
•
Nail 24.9%, Vula Communications 24.9% and Mokgosi 5%

NORTH WEST
SABC 4 Licensed
5 Community Sound Services

Yfm
•
Hosken Consolidated Investment – 77.49%, Youth Investment
Network – 1%, Marcel Golding or nominee – 7.5%, Dirk
Hartford(through Miana Family Trust) – 9.55%, Johnny Copelyn or
nominee – 4.01% and Kevin Govender or nominee – 0.45%

MPUMALANGA
SABC 5 Licensed
10 Community So und Services

Classic Fm
•

Classic FM PLC 20%, Liberty Life Foundation 15.09%, Ingoma Trust
15.09%, Mmino Holdings (pty) Ltd 7.55%, Disability Employment
Concerns 7.55%, Ughubu Investments (pty) Ltd 7.55%, Money Web
Holdings 19.6%, Classic Fm Staff 7.55%

Jacaranda
• Kagiso Media 100%

FREE STATE
SABC 4 Licensed

20 Community Sound Services

OFM
• Kagiso Media 100%
9 Community Sound Services

KZN
SABC 5 Licensed
East Coast
• Kagiso Media 100%

NORTHERN CAPE

P4- Durban
• Makana Trust 100%

SABC 4 Licensed
4 Community Sound

Services
X-K FM

12 Community Sound
Services

EASTERN CAPE

SABC 5 Licensed
1Community Television Service (TBN)
15 Community Sound Services

WESTERN CAPE
SABC 5 Licensed
94.5 Kfm
• Primedia 100%

NATIONAL SERVICES
•

PBS (SABC)
100% state-owned

•

Sentech
100% state-owned

Mnet
•
Naspers- 30.14%,
MCA ( 100% subsidiary of Naspers) – 29.98%,
•
Johncom – 38.56%, and
•
Natal Witness – 1.32%

567
• Primedia 100%
P4 – Cape Town
• Makana Trust 100%
15 Community Sound Services

•
•

e.tv
Sabido Investments (Proprietary) Limited 80%
South African Television Holdings LCC 31.5%

Figure 2Diversity of Broadcasting Services, Ownership and Empowerment Equity in 2006
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8.1.4

Enforcement and Administrative Action

The Authority exercises and performs a number of functions that are administrative in nature under
the IBA Act and Broadcasting Act. These include licensing of broadcasting licenses, conducting
inquiries and enforcement. Provisions of the IBA Act address administrative issues relating to the
constitution of council, establishment of standing committees. It also has powers to make
regulations regarding the payment of charges and fees in respect of broadcasting licenses. These
include applications of all descriptions, the issue, renewal amendment transfer or other disposal of
broadcasting licenses or any interest in broadcasting licenses and the periodical maintenance of
the force and effect of such licenses. 110 Table 6 below reflects regulations drawn to give legal effect
to these administrative functions.
ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY REGULATIONS
1994-1995

1996 – 1997

1998 - 2000

2003 -2006

1. ICASA: Fines and Penalties
Relating to Non-compliance or
Non-adherence by Licensees to
provisions of the IBA Act,

1. Private Television Broadcasting
Service Licence Fees Regulations
Fees payable for the application
& issues, renewal and
amendment of such licences

1. Television Broadcasting Service
Records Regulations
Specify type of records to be kept
by television broadcasting service
licensees

1Public Regional Television
Broadcasting Licence Fees
Regulations

2. Signal Distribution Fees
Regulation
Fees payable for application,
issuing, amendment and renewal
of a signal distribution licence

2.Fines a nd Penalties Regulations
Categories of contraventions and
penalties/fines imposed for such
contravention

2.Regulations issued thereunder
and Licence Conditions
Categorization of contraventions
and fines & penalties payable
3. Application Procedures For
Special Events Licences for
Community Broadcasting
Services
4.Amend/repeal the Temporary
Community Broadcasting
Services Regulations
Regulations Relating to Review
5. Procedures to be Followed In
the Event of a Review
application being brought to the
Broadcasting Monitoring and
Complaints Commission
Set out grounds & review
procedures to be followed by a
complainant against a BCCSA
decision brought before the
BMCC

Impose payment to the Authority
in respect of public regional
television broadcasting licences,
including application, the issue,
renewal, and amendment of
such licences.

3.Television Technical Regulations

3. Administrative Procedures
Regulations
Set out the administrative
procedures for the IBA

Technical standards and
specifications applicable to all
television broadcasting services

4. Sound Broadcasting Service
Records Regulations
Specify records to be kept by all
sound broadcasting services
5. Technical Regulations
Technical standards ad
specifications applicable to all
sound broadcasting services
6. Community Sound
Broadcasting Services Fees
Determine fees payable to the
Authority for the applications &
issuing, amendment and renewal
of such licenses

Table 6 Timeline of Broadcasting Administrative Regulations

The legitimacy of the Authority enforcement and administrative action occurs at various levels
including regulations, licences and codes. These are underpinned by administrative justice as
contemplated in the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, Act 3 of 2002 (the PAJA). It can
therefore be measured against the principles of just administrative action, that is, in terms of right to
administrative action that is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair as provided by section 33(1) of
the Constitution. 111 The majority of cases where the Authority was taken on legal review were
licensing procedural matters. These court cases highlight the procedural powers of the court to, for
example, amend broadcasting licenses.

110 The Authority has powers to make regulations in terms of section 78(1)(Bb) provided that they are consistent with the provisions of the IBA Act
111Currie I & De Waal J The Bill of Rights Handbook 5th Edition (Kenwyn: Juta & Co, 2004)
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8.2 ISSUES AND LESSONS LEARNED
8.2.1

Licensing and Procedural Issues

Grandfathering licences and granting permission to continue can be viewed as a policy anomaly
as some of these licensees continued to operate in a policy vacuum until such time that the
Authority has developed a policy and licensing framework for such licensees. These were essentially
“legacy” broadcasters and signal distribution providers who not only existed prior to the
establishment of the IBA, but whose licenses were conceived in terms of legislation sometimes
unrelated to their broadcasting activities.
In the absence of appropriate policies and licensing at its inception, these cases were dealt with on
their merits. This is was by either grandfathering these licenses or by granting services that existed
prior to the commencement of the Broadcasting Amendment Act, Act 64 of 2002, until an
appropriate regulation and licensing regime were developed. Although this approach was
procedurally sound, decisions in this regards tend to work against the Authority’s policy gains.
M-Net is currently the country's only formally licensed terrestrial subscription television service. With
the advent of the IBA in 1994 the broadcaster’s license conditions issued in 1991, were
grandfathered and it remained subject to the same terms and conditions as those applicable in
respect of its original licence. However, the IBA Act had contemplated that M-Net would hold the
deemed licence, as a transitional measure, until 30 March 2002 when the licence expired.
The original license conditions, issued on 17 October 1985 by the then Minister of Internal Affairs in
accordance with section 72 of the Radio Act of 1952 and the Broadcasting Act of 1976, indicated
that M-Net was to broadcast purely as a subscription service, available only to subscribers upon
payment of a subscription fee. The service was to broadcast in, English and Afrikaans, primarily as
an entertainment station. With the subsequent issuing of new licence conditions in 1 January 1991,
the service was granted the right to operate an unencoded “open window” between 18h00 and
19h00. This exemption was up until to 30 June 1991 or when the broadcaster reached a target 15000
subscriber, which ever came first. The open window, however, became a permanent feature of the
service in that the conditions did not mention when the open window was expected to close, and
from 1 July 1991 was expanded to 17h00 to 19h00.

8.2.2

Competition in the Signal Distribution Market

The Authorities approach towards broadcasting signal dist ribution is that of regulated competition.
This was intended to create choice of service for the broadcasting industry, effect intrinsic efficiency
in the utilization of the broadcasting signal distribution infrastructure, and to encourage
technological development and innovation that is not detrimental to social development. This
approach also recognized the need to balance supporting the interest of potential and new
entrants to compete effectively while ensuring the viability of the former monopoly element at the
same time.
Licensing as a market liberalisation tool did not achieve the desired results, since the broadcasting
signal distribution market has thus far not sufficiently liberalised. Although the IBA Act provides for
three license categories in respect of analogue broadcasting signal distribution, 112 there’s only one
player in category 2. Furthermore current loopholes in the legislation and licensing procedures,
allow for unlicensed operators, through a subcontracting clause, to supply broadcasting signal
distribution for category 3 signal distribution licensees. Most of the subcontracting is further
conducted by operators who were previously denied a category 2 licence in terms of the

112 These are; category 1 which is a common carrier providing broadcasting signal distribution for broadcasting licenses on a non preferential basis as contemplated by section 37 of
the IBA Act; category 2 providing signal distribution for broadcasting licensees on a selective and preferential basis; and category 3 which is a self providing broadcasting licensee.
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8.2.3

Community Sound Broadcasting

8.2.4

Diversity, Marginalized Languages and South African Music

The Authority has licensed approximately 100 licensed community sound broadcasters, however
only 80 are currently on air. Research conducted for the purposes of reviewing the community
sound policies raised a number of problems in this sector. These include training and capacity
building, corporate governance, financial management and funding strategies.

The Authority is guided by section 2 of the IBA Act which requires it to ensure that a diverse range of
sound and television broadcasting services on a national, regional and local level which, when
viewed collectively, cater for all language and cultural groups and provide entertainment,
education and information. Section 2e(i) of the IBA Act obliges the Authority to ensure that, in the
provision of public broadcasting services the needs of language, cultural and religious groups are
duly taken into account. Language is not only a constitutional right, but also the right to language is
basic to the articulation and enjoyment of all other rights.
The Triple Inquiry Report’s recommendations regarding marginalized languages have had uneven
results. The Authority attempted to deal with the issue in a number of ways including the
establishment of an Industry forum (the Forum) and licence conditions for commercial broadcasters.
These did not yield the results anticipated. It is currently addressing the development of
marginalized languages by including licensing two public regional services and conditions of license
for various broadcasting licensees.
A measure of success has been attained in so far as South African music is concerned. While there’s
been a marked increase in the amount of South African music played, its efforts to address the
supply side have faced some challenges. The South African Music Forum (SAMF) was mooted in the
Position Paper on the Review of South African content quotas on 15 February 2001, arising mainly
from concerns raised by a number of stakeholders regarding the promotion and development of
South African music.
It was envisaged that the SAMF would assist in the co-ordination of efforts to ensure the success of
government and industry initiatives in promoting and developing South African music. As a result of
the questioning on the role of the Authority in coordinating the SAMF and overall lack of
cooperation from the relevant stakeholders, this initiative was dissolved. The Authority is currently
participating in similar forums such as the South African Music Industry Cooperation Initiative
(SAMICI), a broad-based alliance of stakeholders in the South African Music Industry including the
Department of Arts and Culture.

8.2.5

Convergence

Convergence calls for change in the regulatory regime and mechanisms, where changes in
converged markets are matched by regulatory institutions and mechanisms governing the
convergence of broadcasting and telecommunications industries. In this context access issues
remain the core regulatory imperative. For viewers this refers to access to a diverse range of services
and programming; and for content providers and conveyers, access to finance, delivery systems as
well as domestic and international markets. 113
This calls for dynamic and flexible regulation enabling innovation and business growth. Equivalent
regulatory processes should therefore be transparent, clear, relevant and technology neutral. This
further calls for an even more efficient administration of regulation, to enable maintenance and
development of an efficient broadcasting and broadcast content system.
The Triple Inquiry Report emphasises co-ordination of regulation of telecommunications and
broadcasting, so as to reserve core revenues in these sectors. It stated that convergence should
happen within a policy framework that prevents damaging or wasteful competition and unduly

113 Goldsmith B, et al Cultural and Social Policy Objectives for Broadcasting in Converging Media Systems. Australia Key Centre for Cultural and Media Policy. May 2001, 62.
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shifting the costs of receiving information back onto consumers and communities. While
convergence will significantly alter media consumption patterns, it should be seen as a process
where the market uptake for converged services will be determined by socio-economic conditions,
as well as consumer and community tastes and attitudes to the new technology. 114
In terms of fair competition the following regulatory issues apply;
•
Market power;
•
Cross subsidisation;
•
Interconnection;
•
Bundling of services;
•
Excessive pricing of services in uncontested markets (there may be a need for a price cap
mechanism); and
•
third party service provider’s access. 115
Emerging competition dynamics in relation to content regulation influence the mechanism and
standards adopted in this environment. While access to spectrum would be facilitated by
digitalisation it also introduces new barriers to market entry including conditional access (CA)
systems, navigation aids, and information management tools such as electronic program guides
(EPGs). The multi channel environment fragments audiences for broadcasting services; navigation
aids become essential devices to enable the viewer to locate desired content. Navigation aids
therefore have the potential to influence viewing patterns, and “any bias in the listing will have
serious implications for content providers” and for viewers.
The challenges posed to regulators include ensuring access and fair competition in the market. An
example of regulatory remedy is utilising mechanisms such as standards and must-carry
requirements, to ensure viewer access to a full range of channels and services, as well as preventing
undue abuse of CA systems to influence viewer ship patterns.
The Authority’s approach to regulated competition is based on licensing to achieve the objectives
of the Broadcasting and IBA Act, that is, it promotes competition and the liberalization of the market
to serve the public interest. At the same time, it must protect the viability of incumbent licensees,
regulatory mechanism must create an environment where new players will be able to thrive and
compete effectively with incumbent players (including multi-channel signal distributors). The
adopted licensing regime must promote social and eco nomic goals envisaged with the
introduction of multi-channel delivery platforms in the broadcasting industry in section 36 of the
Broadcasting Act.
Specifically the Triple Inquiry report points the following areas that regulation should address in
relation to competition in a converged environment.
•

•

•
•

The regulation of the broadcasting and telecommunications markets should be coordinated,
especially where interests may overlap in areas such as spectrum use where broadcasting
services can be provided through telecommunications service providers and broadcasters may
lay rival claims.
Convergence should be driven by the need to broaden access and choice for the majority of
South Africans in broadcasting and information service through the most cost effective means
which offer the lowest reception costs to the consumer.
New technologies and services should be tested against their impact on the policy goals of
universal access to broadcasting, telecommunications and information services.
Program/content localisation that is, counterbalancing international/foreign based digital
services by a range of readily accessible domestic broadcasting services which have a high
degree of local content and which reflect the cultural diversity of South Africans.

114 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 6
115 I Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, Submission on the Digital Migration of Broadcasting Systems, Policy Issues Paper Issued by the Department of
Communications, 2005, 19.
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•

•

Regional coordination of standards with Southern African countries in the development or
adoption of uniform standards for broadcasting and telecommunications hardware so that the
market and the public are protected against dumping of multiple standards, redundant or
obsolete technologies, and to take advantage of economies of scale.
Regulation is meant to reserve core revenues in broadcasting and telecommunications.
Convergence should happen within a policy framework that prevents damaging or wasteful
competition and prevents unduly shifting the costs of receiving information back onto
consumers and communities who have only a limited capacity to pay for services to which they
have a democratic right. 116

Content regulation centers around achieving the public interest programming mandate,
particularly in relation to the roles and tasks of those services (the public broadcaster, community
services) traditionally vested with this mandate. Their mandate remains the same despite changes
in technology and therefore the rationale behind content regulation. With digitalisation the
argument regulation of broadcast content is based on scarcity of radio spectrum and potential for
interference between stations no longer applies. In this context regulatory intervention remains
just ified to ensure universal access, as well as creating diversity, plurality and equality in the choice
available. 117
Demand for traditional broadcasting services may continue for a while, but may also become less
relevant in the face of the new service driven converged technologies. This means that, while new
developments would have to be accommodated, the needs of the analogue environment would
simultaneously remain in the policy agenda, possibly for the next ten years. These in turn will depend
on the policy options, to be outlined by the Department of Communications (DoC) in the national
strategy on migration of broadcasting networks to digital transmission.

8.2.6 Digital Migration
Digital migration of free-to-air broadcasting services to digital platforms will have a major impact on
the market take-up of converged services. It can be argued that it will, in fact, be an enabler of
“mass market” uptake of converged services. At face value this process appears to entail mere
migration of analogue services from one platform to another. Since digital broadcasting has the
advantage of transmitting more channels on a single frequency, it is also a means of a more
efficient use of spectrum.
However, digital migration of broadcasting networks is a process rather than an event. Given the
socio-economic disparities in South Africa, it will have social and economic effects that go far
beyond the technical migration of broadcasting services and networks. Since this migration to
digital will involve all parts of the traditional broadcasting value chain, including content provision,
signal distribution and reception by the public or segments of the public, the process is set to have a
major impact on the broadcasting industry in its totality. 118
In a digital broadcasting environment there is abundant transmission media and the focus of
regulation then becomes content regulation. Despite changes in technology, the long-standing
public interest broadcasting obligations remain important. The challenge lies in the fact that, while
the interactive nature of digital broadcasting enables self-regulation in the form of e.g. parental
guidance software, self-regulation will not sufficiently address public interest concerns. Regulatory
intervention therefore remains important to ensure that these policy goals and concerns around
universal access and creating diversity, plurality and equality in the choice available are realised.

116 Independent Broadcasting Authority, The Triple Inquiry Report, 1995, 26.
117 Goldsmith B, Thomas J, O’Regan T, Cunningham S . Cultural and Social Policy Objectives for Broadcasting in Converging Media Systems. Australia Key Centre for Cultural and
Media Policy. May 2001, 62.
118 The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa,, Submission on the Digital Migration of Broadcasting Systems, Policy Issues Paper Issued by the Department of
Communications, 2005, 19.
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This then not only justifies government intervention but also necessitates firstly an overarching
national strategy outlining the principles and the path that such a migration should follow, and
secondly an implementation/ regulatory framework of how such principles would be applied. The
core strategic imperative at this time would be to evaluate the adequacy and relevance of its
legislative framework and regulatory tools, in coping with the existing, anticipated and
unanticipated developments in the South African broadcasting industry. Normally the role of the
regulator in such instances encompasses the following
•
•
•
•
•

Frequency management
Licensing
Supporting national government priorities
Protecting public interest
Promote investment and stability in the sector

The introduction and migration strategy for digital broadcasting hinge on an overarching national
strategy set out by government. This would outline the principles and the path that such a migration
should follow. The Department of Communications (the DoC) is in the process of drafting a national
strategy on the transition from analogue broadcasting to digital broadcasting transmission systems
which should be completed in this year. On its part the Authority has already taken steps to ensure
that there is a migration path by reserving frequencies for digital migration both in the 2003 and
2004 Terrestrial Broadcast Frequency Plans. It has also mapped out its views in this regard in the
Position Paper on Regional Television and the recent Position Paper on Community Television, and
has made a submission to the Department of Communications outlining its views on the migration
from analogue to digital transmission networks.
The Authority is also represented on the Digital Migration Working Group established by the Minister
of Communications and is using that process to make inputs into the development of a National
Strategy for the transition from analogue to digital broadcasting in South Africa. The working group’s
recommendations would cover Policy, Economic and Consumer impacts, Culture and Content as
well as Technical Standards. It is further participating in the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) processes that are developing digital frequency plans for Region 1 (Africa and Europe). Once
this process is completed in June 2006, it will establish a digital frequency plan which will guide the
transition from analogue to digital broadcasting. In summary this plan seeks t o promote the
introduction of new players in the market, meet industry requirements, and preempt the increase of
role players with the gradual migration and analogue switch of services availing more spectrum. It
terms of standards and technology the plan addresses Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and Digital
Terrestrial Broadcasting DTTV .
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8.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
The challenges posed by new technology and media means that while the Authority has to
reconsider its approach to content regulation, its public interest obligations, which while mainly
conceived in analogue environment, remain valid in the digital environment. The key test would be
whether these regulatory tools would enable attainment if these goals, both in the transition period,
and once the sector are digitalized comparable to the telecommunication industry.

8.3.1

Broadcasting Issues beyond ICASA’s Jurisdiction

The Authority also needs to consider cross sector policy research and regulation in the areas outside
its jurisdiction but impacting its effectiveness as a regulator in broadcasting. The current regulatory
tools utilised are limited, in their relevance to infrastructure/device technology compliance and
audience discretion, respectively. The most feasible enforcement approach at this stage can only
happen at industry level and hence this need to harmonise and strengthen co regulation tools and
self regulatory codes which would have the following benefits;
•
•
•
•

Enforcement strategies and mechanism especially in infrastructure development and
manufacturing related areas. 119
Collaborative research initiatives aimed at the promotion and protection of South African
content.
Ensuring that those regulations that have cross sector impacts are not only carried through by
related bodies, but also that their intended policy objectives are realised.
Developing a database of industry relevant market and statistical information, thereby
facilitating more efficient administration of regulation of the broadcasting industry.

8.3.2

Concurrent Regulation and Competition Commission

Structural regulation of the South African broadcasting sector is mainly aimed at creating a diverse,
competitive and sustainable broadcasting market. This would seek to promote not only access to a
variety of services but also competition. However it is also obliged to protect the viability of existing
services especially the Public Broadcasting Services. Thus ownership and control limitations outlined
in sections 48, 49 and 50 of the IBA Act as well as licensing, as competition and liberalisation
regulatory tools, not only facilitate market entry and protect new entrants, but also ensure that the
market in its entirety remains sustainable.
This area of regulation has concurrent regulatory impacts with the Competition Commission (the
Commission). One of the main purposes of the Competition Act No. 89 of 1998 (Competition Act) is
to promote a greater spread of ownership, in particular to increase equity ownership by historically
disadvantaged persons. However the terms of reference for the Commission as a statutory body
created in terms of the Competition Act encompass the investigation and adjudication of restrictive
practices, abuse of dominant position, exemptions and mergers. 120
The concurrent regulation relationship between the Competition Commission and the Authority
currently exists in terms of a memorandum of association (MOA), entered into between the parties
on the 25 January 2002. This agreement sets out the manner in which the parties will interact with
each other in respect of the investigation, evaluation and analysis of mergers and acquisition
transaction and complaints involving telecommunication and broadcasting matters and does not
affect the independence of these two regulatory bodies from each other. 121

119 ICASA’s submission to the national digital migration issues paper points indicates these to be related mostly to infrastructure regulation of Market power, cross subsidisation,
Interconnection, Bundling of services, Excessive pricing of services in uncontested markets (there may be a need for a price cap mechanism); and Third party service provider’s
access Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, Submission on the Department of Communications Digital Migration of Broadcasting Systems, Draft Policy Issues Paper
(Johannesburg: ICASA, 2005) , 27
120 See, http//:www .compcom.co.za/default.asp (11 August 2005)
121 Paragraph 1.1 of the MoU
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There is a need to review the MOA with a view to improving the working relationship and
consultation between the two regulators. This is especially necessitated by the proposed licensing
and regulatory regime contained in the Convergence Bill in relation to, amongst others, application
of significant market power to market regulation.

8.3.3

The Language Development Fund

The Authority is currently addressing issues around the development of marginalised languages
through licensing. However, funds contained within the Language Development Fund have not
been directly utilised for their original intention. An ideal approach to development will be to work
with related bodies including the National Film and Video Foundation (the NFVF) in allocating funds
to promote local production in marginalised languages. In consultation with the Pan South African
Language Board (PANSALB) and other language development stakeholders, conduct needs
analysis on language development as well as conducting policy research around issues such as the
impact of new technologies on language strategies.

8.3.4

Spectrum Management Rulemaking and Migration Strategy for Digital Broadcasting

In anticipating market needs as well as to facilitate implementation of a digital migration strategy,
provision has been made for digital migration in a number of ways. These include prioritising the
allocation of frequencies in order to secure a migration path that would enable a smooth transition
to digital. This plan however has to also accommodate the current analogue services as well as
provide for future expansions. In terms of digital broadcasting requirements provision was made for
two multiplexes (two analogue television frequency allocations) and where available at each
current transmission site.
The Authority’s tentative policy positions in this regard, as reflected in its submission to the Digital
Migration of Broadcasting Systems, Policy Issues Paper Issued by the Department of
Communications, include;
•
•

•
•
•

Harmonising the Digital Migration process and related legislative amendments with the
promulgation of the Convergence Act.
A gradual and phased approach be adopted in the migration process, with the first phase
mainly being the creation of an enabling environment for the migration from analogue to digital.
Consideration should also be given to market uptake, affordability of set top boxes/ reception
devices, broadcasters’ license fee obligations and their financial and market implications during
the double illumination period.
Government intervention to create certainty in the broadcasting market and facilitation of the
migration from analogue to digital broadcasting including subsiding reception devices.
The Authority remains res ponsible for the frequency planning for digital broadcasting.
Tentative recommendation in terms of technical standards, including, the DVB for digital
television broadcasting, the Eureka 147 (ETS 300 401) for digital audio broadcasting in South
Africa; and Digital Radio Mondial for AM broadcasting on medium wave and short wave be
adopted once it becomes a worldwide de facto standard. 122

122 Independent Communications Authority of South Africa, Submission on the Department of Communications Digital Migration of Broadcasting Systems, Draft Policy Issues Paper
(Johannesburg: ICASA, 2005, 35.
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8.3.5

Convergence Legislation

The Convergence legislation aims to consolidate legislation governing the telecommunications and
broadcasting sectors, as well promote convergence of network services and technologies in these
sectors. It is the view of the Authority that the following are critical.
•
Retaining and strengthening regulatory complimentarily with the Ministry of Communications.
•
Flexible, manageable and enforceable licensing regime and sustainable market structure.
•
Enabling provisions for the Authority to implement amongst others BEE, Empowerment, disability
programming, as well as South African content and music quotas.
•
Enabling provisions for the Authority to implement regulations and codes maintaining and
strengthening its regulatory gains in relation to Broadcasting Services. 123

123Independent Communications Authority of South Africa ,presentation to Parliament on Convergence Bill, 24th May 2005, Cape Town, page 14 to 15.
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